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CHAPTER I
SETTING THE STAGE:

ELIZABETHAN VIEWS

OF THE WORLD'OF RICHARD III
Since the beginnings of man, his civilization,
his literature and his arts, the human mind has sought
logical, acceptable answers to strange and inexplicable
phenomena.

In attempting to rationalize mystifying, but

natural happenings into comprehensible elements, men have
eventually borrowed or created systems of oral and written
mythologies, superstitions, and folk beliefs.

These sys-

tems of rustic science have ultimately become integral
of every major civilization's ideology, and before the advent of the twentieth century, have been generally accepted
by upper and lower classes alike.
Therefore, any artist who wished to appeal to and
be understood by the masses would naturally refer to or incorporate folk beliefs into his works.

It stands to reason

that any author as acclaimed and universally accepted by
audiences as William Shakespeare would be expected to integrate recognizable elements of folklore and the supernatural into his plays to create a rapport with his viewers.
1

2

One of Shakespeare's early plays, Richard III, presents a most interesting study in that, while it is laden
with folkloristic and supernatuLal components, most of these
preternatural details may be traced directly to the Bard's

l

primary sources for his history-tragedy, Hall and Holinshed:j
However, one should not exclude details borrowed from elsewhere, for Shakespeare carefully selected incidents from
his sources, and used only the most effective and dramatic
details in his play.
It would be a most profitable study, therefore, to
compare the ingredients of folklore and the supernatural
found in both the play and its sources, as well as to examine elements found exclusively in Richard III.

Further-

more, speculation as to the theatrical motivation that
prevailed upon the playwright to include certain allusions
to the occult and folk beliefs would provide firm basis
for a select, yet in-depth examination of the play.
This thesis is an investigation of the elements of
folklore and the supernatural in Richard III as well as an
examination of the dramatic contributions these elements
make to the play.

The study of Richard III will be broken

down into the following areas:

an introduction into the

Elizabethan concepts of the supernatural and an ordered
universe; a close scrutiny of the folkloristic and supernatural elements found in

Sha~espeare's

play and its sources

3

(primary and secondary),

(this area of study will be in-

corporated into the following five chapters}; an investigation of prophecies, omens, and dreams; a probe into the
. ghosts and the other preternatural beings; speculation about
Richard as a Devil-Vice figure, his birth, his oaths, and
his function in the over-all scheme of the plot of Richard
III; a survey of folklore motifs and certain aspects of
nature lore; and a conclusion to survey the over-all effect
of the inclusion of these elements in Richard III.
Before turning to the play itself, it is important
briefly to establish the ideological climat~Jin which Shakespeare's Richard III is rooted.

It is in the Elizabethan

concepts of the world and the forces that govern men and
events that the master plan for the Bard's chronicle play
may be found.
Shakespeare wrote Richard III approximately one
hundred-and-eight years after Henry Tudor became King Henry
VII, 1 and about forty-five years after the accession of
-- 2
Elizabeth I.
During the time Shakespeare composed the
bulk of the chronicle plays, the Elizabethans were still
painfully aware of the chaos and bloodshed of the Wars of
Roses that were ended by the death of Richard III and the
ascension of Henry, Earl of Richmond, the grandfather of
Elizabeth I, to the throne.

Shakespeare's audience saw the

wars between the Houses of Lancaster and York as a

ph:i.,Si~.:.!.

4

manifestation of the disorder brought about by violations
of moral laws that were basic to the Great Chain of Being.
Daniel E. Hughes explains the Elizabethan intellectual elimate in this manner:
For the Elizabethans, the world was governed
by a set of laws tightly woven to correspond with
the chain of being which related all things from
the most insignificant creature to the immensity
of God himself. They regarded as the most dramatic and significant rupture of this chain the
rebellion of the human will against the moral imperatives that govern it. Thus sin, guilt, and
retribution became for them the great drama of
man sundering the moral links that bind him with
the Divin3 Being and its earthly counterpart,
the king.
In order to justify the overthrow of Richard III,
the anointed king, the supporters of Henry VII had to present
Richard as an evil usurper who had committed heinous crimes
and as a being whose reign was destined to fall by divine
consent.

Moreover, the Tudor version of history, which

was accepted by the Elizabethans, placed the reign of
Richard III at the climax of the disruption of the order
of things that began with the deposition and murder of
Richard II by Henry Bolingbroke.

The deposition of Richard

I I precipitated the chaos and bloodshed that accompanied

the reigns of Henry IV, Henry VI, Edward IV, Edward V, and
Richard III.

According to the ~lizabethan world picture,

the crimes connected with the over~hrow of Richard II led
to a chain of guilt and retribution that was finally

5

resolved by the divinely ordained death of the villainking, Richard III, and the ascention of the seemingly
guiltless Henry Tudor to the throne.

Hughes notes:

Thus, according to the Tudor myth, the
Wars of the Roses are a part of a Divinely
controlled history moving toward a higher stage
of perfection as represented by the Tudor dynasty. But even apart from this rather narrow view, the Elizabethans would see in . . .
Richard III . . . the same basic principle:
{1) a break in the order of things; (2) violent
upheaval in the moral sphere paralleled by
disorder in the physic~! world; (3) order reestablished violently.
The problems of rebellion and anarchy were very
important to the Englishmen of Elizabeth's reign, for in
1593 the Virgin Queen was past the age of child bearing,
and marriage at this time was practically out of the question.

The English were faced with the prospect of their

heirless Queen's leaving the country in a confusion not
unlike the disorder of the Wars of Roses.

Therefore, the

Elizabethans were most interested in the history of their
country as well as its mobles and rulers' actions within
the supernatural Great Chain of Being, as a key to England's
future.

In "The Pattern of Behavior Culminating in Macbeth,"

Ruth Anderson suggests that "the Renaissance inherited a
belief that human behavior is characterized by universality
and that a particular line of conduct repeats itself in a
pattern."

5

The Tudors used the supernatural aura of "divine

6

vengeance .. visited upon the Houses of York and Lancaster
to clothe Richmond's take-over of the throne from
Richard in their histories; and it is well known that Shakespeare drew upon these Tudor histories for the story line
of Richard III.

A. P. Rossiter traces the development of

the Richard III myth:
In the play you remember, the Bishop of Ely,
Morton, plots with Buckingham and runs away to
join Richmond (Henry Tudor). He duly became
one of Henry's ministers; and Thomas More grew
up in his household--and later wrote the life
of Richard III.
It would only be human if Morton
recounted all the worst that was ever said of
the master he had betrayed: it is not surprising
that Edward Halle should accept More's account,
in writing his vast book on the 'Noble and Illustrie families of Lancaster and York'; and
still more human that Raphel Holinshed (whom
no one could call a historign) should copy extensively from Halle . . • .
Therefore, one would not be surprised to find the same preternatural aura surrounding the chronicles in Shakespeare's
Richard III.
Indeed, many critics have gone so far as to suggest
that the Bard took the Tudor's highly moralistic verslon
of the story and re-shaped it in to a Renaissance morality
play with Richard as a Vice-Devil figure who tempts the
11

Everymen" of the Houses of York and Lancaster· into damna-

tion; 7 however, Hapgood supports the theory that Richard is
• . • not only this demon incarnate, he is in
effect God's agent in a predetermined plan of
divine retribution:
the 'scourge of God'. Now
by Tudor-Christian historical principles, this

7

plan is right. Thus, in a real sense, Richard
is a king '\vho can do no wrong'; for in the
pattern of the justice of divine retribution
of the wicked, he functions as an avenging
angel. 8
However, in his path to the throne, the "avenging angel,"
Richard of Gloucester, falls under the curse of divine
vengeance when he has his innocent nephews, perhaps the
only guiltless members of the House of York, murdered.
From this point onward, Richard begins to succumb to the
fate woven for him from the curses of his wife, Anne; his
mother, the Duchess of York; and the semi-supernatural
figure, Queen Margaret.

(See Chapters I I and I I I for a

more complete discussion of Margaret.)

Margaret's curses

are by far the most important of the play, for they set up
the fall of not only Richard, but the entire House of York.
It is through the fulfillment of Margaret's most effective
curses that another important supernatural element is intraduced into Richard III:

Gloucester's dream of the ghosts

of his victims and the dream of his coming death.
The Elizabethans firmly believed in the efficacy
of curses, prophetic dreams, and ghostly visitations, all
of which are important in the plot of Richard III.

Cumber-

land Clark notes that "in Shakespeare's England the almost
universal belief in the presence and power of the unseen
touched national life at every point."

9

Therefore, these

supernatural elements would not only be believable plot

8

devices to the Elizabethan audiences, but would also help
to set a mood.

Ann Ferguson explains that

The function [of the supernatural] in the
play has been to provide a ~onsistently foreboding background against which the deeds of
the Yorkist faction and of Richard might be
accounted black even as they are accomplished,
and against which Richmond can 5tand as the
heaven-ordained peace bringer. 1
Thus, one may see Shakespeare not only utilizing
the pre-Tudor version of the Wars of the Roses and Henry
VII's version of the Great Chain of Being, but also emphasizing the righteousness of the Tudor ascension by
means of supernatural phenomena; and, according to Hapgood,
"[t]he finale of Richard III seeks a simple and complete
transformation in the life of England, ending the reign of
.

the devil-king and the beginning of that of Go dl s capta1n.

..11

CHAPTER II
CURSES
The Lord . . . will hear the prayer of him
that is wronged. He will not despise the
prayers of fatherless, nor the widow, when
she poureth out her co~nplaint. Ecclesiastes
35:16-17.
The intricate designs of curse and fulfillment
which wind through the tapestry of Richard III give the
play solid, recurring patterns which unify the multithreaded plot~

In fact, Shakespeare not only utilizes

curses to unify his play, but also creates in Richard III
the vehicle by which all of the unanswered curses and unrevenged wrongs in the Henry VI plays are at last realized .
and vindicated.

As James G. Rice observes:

Concerning the curses in both Richard III
and 3 Henry VI, it should be noticed that the
rationale is the Elizabethan conception of
divine vengeance. Sin is punished by God through
the wicked; the wicked are then punished by other
wicked.
Into the chronicle accounts of the
events of this troublous period Shakespeare has
added prayers for vengeance which anticipate
succeeding events.
In doing so he has at once
emphasized a logical relationship between succeeding events of the story, and interpreted
history as a pattern in whic~ transiression is
inevitable followed by retribution. ·
For the most part, the curses uttered by the character~

i~

Richard III are inventions of the playwright's
9

10
fertile imagination.

Indeed, the great cursing scene (I.

iii.l?-319) in which Henry VI's widow, Margaret, efficiently
curses every guilty person in the room, especially Richard
of Gloucester, is fictitious, for the historical Margaret
was dead when this scene could have historically taken
place.

Walter G. Boswell-Stone elucidates this point:

"Margaret • . • left England soon after November 13, 1475,
and died on August 25, 1482.

. . .

[T]his scene cannot his-

torically be dated before April 9, 1483 . . . . " 2
The renowned courtship scene (I.ii.l-226), in which
Richard woos and wins the newly-widowed Anne, not only contains Anne's ironically potent anathemas, but exists as
a creation of Shakespeare's fancy.

The historical Lady Anne

was not present at Henry VI's funeral, 3 and unlike Shakespeare's character did not rush into marriage with Richard. 4
However, the rest of the major curses in Richard I I I
seem to be suggested by episodes or even minor details in
Shakespeare's sources for the play.

Edleen Begg best de-

scribes the ways in which Shakespeare used his sources:
Shakespeare ordinarily used his historical
sources in three ways.
First he took over
bodily--sometimes with, sometimes without .changes-definite happenings, characters, and characterizations;
second; from some hint or suggestion in the sourc~,
he developed a situation, a whole scene, or even
practically a whole play; and, third, he made a
practice of using actual words and phrases of his
source material.
The three major curse scenes that fall under Begg's
second classification are the following:

the individual

11
damnations of Buckingham and Hastings; the curse-lamentations _of Margaret, Elizabeth, and the Duchess of York (IV.
iv.l-198}; and the malevolent visitation of the ghosts of
Richard's victims upon their murderer.
Hastings and, especially, Buckingham bring evils
upon themselves by falsely swearing allegiance to Queen
Elizabeth and her kinsmen before the dying Edward IV.

These

specifically detailed perjuries are drawn from a generally
described episode which may be traced to More's History of
Richard III.

More describes the scene in this way:

But ye lordes recomforting him with as
good wordes as they could, and answering for
the time as thei thought to stand with his
pleasure, there in his presence (as by their
wordes appered) ech forgaue other, & ioyned
their hands together, when (as it after appeared by their dedes) their herts, wer far
a sender. 6
The ritualistic curse-lamentation scene (IV.iv.l198) in which Queen Elizabeth, tta Duchess of York, and the
semi-ghostly margaret are presented calumniating Richard
and bewailing their losses, has its roots in Hall.

However,

Hall mentions only one of the ladies, Elizabeth, in his
account of the mourning that followed the murders of the
young princes:
After longe lamentacion: when she [Elizabeth]
sawe no hope of reuengyne other-wyse, she knelyd
downe and cried on God to tke vengeaunce for the
disccaytfull periurie, as who said she nothyng
mis7rusted but once he [Richard] would remember
it.

12
Shakespeare's account of the last night in Richard's
life is most likely based upon a scene in Holinshed, which,
in turn, closely follows Hall's 7ersion of Richard's life. 8
However, Shakespeare introduces the ghosts of Gloucester's
victims into the king's dream; these spirits damn their
murderer and bless Richmond and his forces.

By revealing

the ghosts to both Richard and Richmond, Shakespeare adds
an air of veracity, not only to the spirits, but also to
their curses.

Neither Hall nor Holinshed mentions the

visitation of these particular spirits upon the king, though
Holinshed's chronicle offers the following account:
The fame went, that he had the same night a
dreadful! and terrible dreame:
for it seemed
to him being asleepe, that he did see diuerse
images like terrible diuels, which pulled and
haled him, not suffering him to take anie quiet
or rest. The which strange vision not so suddenlie strake his heart with a sudden feare,
but i t stuffed his head and troubled his min~
with manie busie and dreadful! imaginations.
Now that it has been established that the greater
part of the curses in 'Richard I I I are the offspring of the
poet, the course of study will be redirected towards the
examination and analysis of the curses themselves, their
fulfillments, their backgrounds, and their dramatic functions.
Rice defines a curse as " . . • an expressed wish
10
that evil may befall one's enemies or oneself."
He goes
on to note that "the curse i::;, l...i1t. weapon used when other

13
weapons are impossible.

Thus it is .

•

•

[with] the dying

York, • • • the widowed Constance and Margaret and Elizabeth,
and Anne who have the long serious curses." 11
The first curses encountered in the play are those
of the mourning Anne, who is observed in Act I, scene ii,
following the corpse of her late father-in-law, Henry VI.
Because she is newly widowed by Richard's murder of her
husband, Edward, Anne's desire for revenge upon the House of
York and especially Gloucester is understandable, but she is
powerless to consumate her vengeance.

Anne, therefore,

turns to cursing:
0, cursed be the hands that made these holes!
Cursed the heart that had the heart to do it!
Cursed the blood that let this blood from hence!
More direful hap betide that hated wretch
That makes us wretched by the death of thee
Than I can wish to wolves--to spiders, toads,
Or ~~y creepi~~ venom'd thing that lives!
(I.~~-14-20}.

The first seven lines of this long lament-curse are
presented in a formalized three line anaphora which, accordto Rice, "may have originated either in the Bible or in the
excommunication ceremony."

13

The subject of this seven-line

anathema is very general in scope and medieval in atmosphere; however, in the following five lines Anne narrows the
focus of her curse from evil luck to the murderer himself,
to ill wishes for the criminal's heirs.

Anne wails:

If ever he have child, abortive be it,
Prodigious, and untimely brought to light,
Whose ugly and unnatural aspect

\
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May fright the hopeful mother
And that be heir to his unhappiness.
(I.ii.20-5).
In the midst of the many fulfil~eJ curses Anne spews forth,
this one utterance seems strangely out of place and ignored,
for in the course of the play, Richard of Gloucester has
no children.

However, Richard, Duke of York, the rebel

whose actions prompted this last bloody chapter in the Wars
of Roses, and the sire of the "blood" that cut down Henry

VI and the House of Lancaster, produced an "abortive," "ugly,"
"unnatural" son who was "heir to his [York's] unhappiness,"
Richard of Gloucester.

When viewed from this angle, Anne's

malevolent prayer is answered.

Ironically, though, the

Lady Anne calls her own doom upon herself when she moans:
If ever he have wife, let her be made
As miserable by the death of him
·AS I am made by my poor lord and thee!
(I.ii.26-28).
Anne, of course, is wooed by Richard throughout the
ensuing scene, and a short time later, marries the man she
has damned.

On the way to her coronation, the new Duchess

of Gloucester comes to the frightening realization that she
doomed herself.

As she speaks to Queen Elizabeth, she re-

veals her self-damnation:

0, when, I say, I look'd on Richard's face,
This was my wish:
'Be thou,' quoth I, 'accursed,
For making me, so young, a so old a widow!
And, when thou wed's, let sorrow haunt thy bed;
And be thy wife--if any be so mad-As miserable by the life ~~ t~ee
As thou hast made me by my dear lord's death!'

15

Lo, ere I can repeat this curse again
Even in so short a space, my woman's heart
Grossly grew captive to his honey words
And proved the subject of my own soul's curse
Which ever since hath kept rLLy eyes from rest;
For never yet one hour in his bed
Have I enjoy'd the golden dew of sleep,
But have been waked by his timorous dreams.
(IV.i.71-85).
Rice's analysis of this ironic situation is so definitive
and penetrating that it bears quoting:
Anne's curse is just, but her foolish action brings her under its force.
The curse
and its fulfillment, while they may with some
justification be thought of as clever, sensational drama, are nonetheless, within the framework of just punishment for sin. The curse is
actually hardly more than a statement of inevitable fact:
Richard's wife, whoever she be,
is certain to suffer. The irony of the situation lies in Anne's allowing herself to ~~
come his wife, as she herself recognizes.
Anne's remaining curses in Act I, scene ii, continue
as a sort of counterpoint to Richard's wooing and belong
to the category of the typical medieval malediction, and,
with the exception of two speeches, do not require examination.

The following curse is interesting in that it con-

tains elements

(i.e., lightning striking the murderer, the

killer swallowed by the earth) found in several famous examples of self-imprecation of medieval literature.

Anne

rails at Richard thus:
0 God, which this blood madest, revenge his death!
0 earth, which this blood drink'st, revenge his
death!
Either heaven with lightning strike the murderer
dead,
Or earth, gape open wide and eat him quick,

16
As thou dost swallow up this good king's blood,
Which his hell-govern'd arm hath butchered!
(~.ii.62-67).

Anne's demands for immediate revenge are not answered by heaven or earth, for Richard, the scourge of evil,
must finish his purge of the guilty.

Later, however, her

prayer for vengeance, "God grant me too
mayst be damned.

~

1

Thou [Richard]

• . " (I.ii.l03-04), is fulfilled and

both damned souls, Richard and Anne, are destroyed.
Anne's curses in Act I, scene ii, are involved with
the fates of only two people and pale in comparison with
the efficacious imprecations of the vituperative Margaret,
whose curses encompass every guilty survivor of the Wars
of Roses.

However, when the defeated Queen makes her en-

trance in Act I, scene iii, one realizes that she, herself,
is under the power of the maledictions placed on her head
by York in 3 Henry VI.

As Richard of York faced his assas-

sin and tormentor, he prayed,
There, take the crown, and with the crown, my curse,
And in thy need such comfort come to thee
As now I reap at they too cruel hand! . . •
Hard-hearted Clifford, take me from the world:
My 7oul to heay5n, my blood upon your heads!
(I.1v.l64-68).
Gloucester, the instrument of divine retribution comments
upon Margaret's present sad condition and answers her scornful, contemptuous remarks as he reminds her of his father's
curse on her:
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The curse my noble father laid on thee
When ~hou didst crown his warlike brow~ with paper
And w1th thy scorns drew'st rivers from his eyes,
And then, to dry them, gavest the duke a clout
S~eep'd in the faultless blood of pretty rutland,-H1s curses, then from bitterness of soul
Denounced against thee, are all fall'n upon thee;
And God, not we, hath plagued thy blood deed.
(I.iii.l74-78).
At this point in time, one perceives in Margaret viable
evidence of the puissance of York's just curses.

However,

the old queen also has just cause to lay curses upon almost
every character in the room with her; and, since the Bible
states, "He will not despise the prayers of . . . the widow,
when she poureth out her complaint,"

(Ecc. 35:16-17), one

should pay heed to her prayers for vengeance and their issue.
Rice notes that the over-all pattern of Margaret's curses
closely follow the basic "an eye for an eye" form found in
York's curse on Margaret.

Margaret's curse first includes

Queen Elizabeth:
If not by war, by surfeit die your king,
As ours by murder, to make him king!
Edward thy son, which is Prince of Wales,
For Edward my son, which was Prince of Wales,
Die in his youth by like untimely violence!
Thyself a queen, for me that was a queen,
Out live thy glory, like my wretched self!
Long mayst thou live to wail thy children 1 s loss;
And see another, as I see thee now,
Decked in thy rights, as thou art stall'd in mind.
Long die thy happy days before thy death;
And after many lengthed hours of grief,
Die neither mother, wife, nor England's queen.
(I.iii.l97-209).
Elizabeth begins to feel the grip of Margaret's
curse:

her husband has died as a result of his lascivious

18
revels; her two children by Edward are Richard's prisoners
in th~ Tower; and Anne has just left Elizabeth to be crowned
as Richard's queen.

Panicking, Elizabeth orders her son by

Lord Grey, Dorset:
Go, hie thee, hie thee from this slaughter-house,
Lest thou increase the number of the dead;
And make me die the thrall of Margaret's curse,
Nor mother, wife, nor England's counted queen.
(IV.i.44-47).
Four scenes later, in Act IV, scene iv, after the two princes
have been murdered, Margaret re-appears to gloat over the
success of her curses.

Just to make sure that Elizabeth has

not missed any of the details of the ills that have befallen
her, Margaret reviews Elizabeth's fall:
. • . see what now thou art:
For happy wife, a most distressed widow;
For joyful mother, one that wails the name;
For queen, a very caitiff crown'd with care;
For one being sued to, one that humbly sues;
For one that scorn'd at me, now scorn'd of me;
For one being fear'd of all, now fearing one;
For one commanding all, obey'd of none.
Thus hath the course of justice wheel'd about.
(IV.iv.97-105).
Rivers, dorset, and their enemy, Hastings, are the
next targets of Margaret's anathema.

According to the wid-

owed queen, these men are guilty and deserve to die for
allowing her son, Edward, to be stabbed.

Margaret rails at

them in the following manner:
Rivers and Dorset, you were standers by,
And so wast thou, Lord Hastings, when my son
Was stabb'd with bloody daggers:
God, I pray him,
That none of you may live your natural age,
But by some unlook'd accident cut off!
(I.iii.210-14).

19
The Frenchwoman's prayer for vengeance remains somewhat
unfulfilled, for, in the play, Dorset escapes death by fleeing to Richmond's forces in France.

However, Richard seemE

to make up for this oversight by having Elizabeth's brother,
Lord Grey, and her ally, Sir Thomas Vaughan, beheaded with
Rivers at Pomfret.

On their way to the scaffold, Grey and

Rivers give their·recollection of Margaret's curse and add
their own prayers:
Grey

.

Now Margaret's curse is fall'n upon our heads,
For standing by when Richard stabb'd her son.

Rivers:

Then cursed she Hastings, then cursed she
Buckingham,
Then cursed she Richard. O, remember, God,
To hear her prayers for them, as now for us!
{III.iii.lS-19).
Rivers' prayer for retribution is soon answered,

for Hastings is next in line to suffer the consequences of
Margaret's imprecations.

Hastings seems to be doubly

damned, for not only does Margaret's anathema include him,
but the lord also curses himself by swearing false allegiance to Elizabeth and her kinsmen and by disregarding the
dying Edward's admonition in Act II, scene ii.

Edward warns

the warring factions to:
Take heed you dally not before your king;
Lest he that is the supreme king of kings
Confound your hidden falsehood, and award
Ei ti~er of you to be the other ' s end.
(II.i.l2-15).
Hastings realizes his folly as well as the potency
of Margaret's malediction and Edward's warning on the way
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to the headsman:
0,. now I want the priest that spake to me:

I now repent I told the pursuivant
As 'twere triumphing at mine enemi~s,
How they at Pomfret bloodily were butcher'd
And I myself secure in grace and favour.
0 Ma~garet, Margaret, now thy heavy curse
Is l1ghted on poor Hastings' wretched head!
(III.iv. 89-95).
Buckingham is another character who is not only
cursed by others, but also curses himself.

However, the

duke's damnation is not predestined, for Margaret tells
Buckingham:

"Thy garments are not spotted with our blood, I

Nor thou within the compass of my curse"

(I.iii.283-84).

The ex-queen also warns Buckingham of Richard's treachery.
But when the duke ignores her counsel, Margaret presages
that he will " . . • remember this another day, I When he
[Richard] shall split thy very heart with sorrow . . . . "
(I.iii.299-300).

Buckingham, however, gives no credence

to any of Margaret's maledictions, for he states that no
one in the room need fear her anathemas, because "curses
never pass
air"

I The lips of those that breathe them in the

{I.iii.285-86).

Rice notes that this statement is a

reference to a belief that "imprecation, sorcery, and the
like, to be efficacious, should take place in walls, and

. the1r
. power was restr1c
. t e d . ,.16
that in the open a1r
In Act II Buckingham curses himself in the same
manner as Hastings, by swearing false fidelity to Queen
Elizabeth and her kinsmen in accordance with the admonition
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of the dying Edward.

However, the duke adds fuel to the

fires of his damnation by declaring:
Whenever Buckingham doth turn his hate
On you or yours [to the Queen], but with all
dutious love
Doth cherish you and yours. God punish me
With hate in those where I expect most love!
When I have most need to employ a friend,
And most assured that he is a friend,
.. Deep, hollow, treacherous and full of guile,
·Be he unto me:
this do I beg of God;
When I am cold in zeal to you or yours.
(I.iv.32-40).
Like Hastings, the condemned Buckingham realizes
his guilt, the efficacy of his jesting self-imprecation,
·.

and the truth of Margaret's prophecy.

Buckingham philo-

sophically reviews the events leading up to the block:
This is the day, that, in King Edward's time,
I wish'd might fall on me, when I was found
False to his children or his wife's allies;
This is the day where in I wish'd to fall
By the false faith of him I trusted most;
This, this All-Souls' day to my fearful soul
Is the determined respite of my wrongs;
That high All-Seer that I dallied with
Hath turn'd my feigned prayer on my head
And given in earnest what I begg'd in jest.
Thus doth he force the swords of wicked men
To turn their own points on their masters' bosoms:
Now Margaret's curse is fallen upon my head;
'When he,' quoth she, 'shall split thy heart with
sorrow
Remember Margaret was a prophetess.'
Come, sirs, convey me to the block of shame;
Wrong hath but wrong, and blame the due of blame.
(V.i. 13-2 9) .
Perhaps one of the most cursed individuals in Richard
III is Richard himself.

Gloucester serves in a unique ca-

pacity insofar as he is not only the medium by which the
curses of Anne, Margaret, Hastings, and Buckingham are
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fulfilled, but also the ultimate target of everyone's
maledictions.

With Richard's death, the seemingly unend-

ing pattern of curse and fulfillment is completed.

Mar-

garet's curse on Richard provides the framework for the
remaining curses in the play:
If heaven have any grievous plague in store
Exceeding those that I can wish upon thee,
0, let them keep it till thy sins be ripe,
And then hurl down their indignation
On thee, the troubler of the poor world's peace!
The worm of conscience still begnaw thy soul!
Thy friends suspect for traitors while thou livest,
And take deep traitors for thy dearest friends!
No sleep close up that deadly eye of thine,
Unless it be whilst some tormenting dream
Affrights thee with a hell of ugly devils!
{I.iii.217-27}.
The end of Margaret's curse, however, is confused.
For before she can seal the curse with Richard's name,
Gloucester closes the anathema with Margaret's name.
Richard's action is to no avail, and every detail of the
curse comes to pass.

In accordance with the curse, Richard

kills one of his supporters, Hastings, as well as this only
true ally in his devilish work, Buckingham, on his way to
the throne.

Richard depends on the support of the Bishop

of Ely and Lord Stanley, who both desert the king to take
up Richmond's cause.

However, the most terrible aspect of

Margaret's curse is manifested in Richard's gnawing conscience, insomnia, and nightmares.
remarks:

His ill-fated wife
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For never yet one hour in his bed
Have I enjoy'd the golden dew of sleep,
But have been waked by his timorous dreams.
(IV.i.83-5).
Rice calls attention to "the Renaissance emphasis
upon sin as its own punishment through the tortures of conscience, unrestful days and dreadful nights." 17

This ide-

ology provides the psychological suggestion that would result in Richard's behavior.

This theory is, to a degree,

suggested by the script, for Shakespeare reveals Gloucester's
belief in curses in three ways:

(1) Richard closes the

curse Margaret calls upon him with her name, and thereby
tries to prevent its fulfillment.

(2) Because he had his

brother imprisoned, he avoids cursing the parties responsible for Clarence's incarceration, even for appearance sake.
In an aside he says " . . . had I cursed now, I had cursed
myself."

(I.iii.315-18).

In this way he avoids Hastings'

and Buckingham's grievous errors.

(3) The newly crowned

Richard tries to prevent God's hearing the scorns and curses
hurled at him by Elizabeth and those of his mother, the
Duchess of York.

He cries out:

strike alarum, drums!
tale women .

.

•

II

"A flourish, trumpets!

I Let not the heavens hear these tell-

(IV.iv.l48-49).

The Duchess, however, does have her say and in pronouncing her curse, which would chill even the most insensitive listener.

Rice explains that,
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The curs7 of the parent, especially that of the
mother, 1s everywhere considered dreadful.
It
is found in our fifth commandment; in the Heb:aic dictum, 'Honour thy father and mother both
1n word and deed. . . . For the blessing of the
father establisheth the house of children; but
the curse of the mother rnoteth out foundations'.
(Ecclesiasticus.iii.8f). 8
Indeed, the Duchess' curse must have been exceedingly terrible even to her wicked son.

Almost every detail

in her malediction is repeated in the final cursing scene
in Richard III.

The Duchess' curse lays the foundation for

Act V, scene iii, thusly:
• • • take with thee my most heavy curse;
Which, in the day of battle, tire thee more
Than all the complete armour that thou wear'st!
My prayers on the adverse party fight;
And there the little souls of Edward's children
Whisper the spirits of thine enemies
And promise them success and victory.
(IV.iv.l87-93).
In fulfillment of the curses of Margaret, the Duchess
of York, and Anne, Shakespeare shows a troubled Richard who
is visited by the ghosts of his many victims.

The spirits

of Henry V!'s son, Edward, Henry VI, Clarence, Rivers, Grey,
Vaughan, Hastings, the two young princes, Anne, and finally
Buckingham all appear to their murderer and utter one last
curse to plight Richard:

"despair, and die!"

(V.iii.l26).

With the visitation of these phantoms the final curses of
Richard III are spoken; yet even as the spirits speak these
anathemas, they invoke blessings, the opposite of curses,
upon Richmond, the peace bringer and England's healer.
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The curses in Richard III play several important
roles in the drama:

they provide a sinister, mysterious

atmosphere, which emphasizes the fear and horror felt in
the presence of overwhelming evil; the curses serve as a
means of characterization; and finally, as Rice notes, ''the
efficacious curse also serves as a plotting device to emphasize the working out of a pattern of sin and retribution • •

•

•

From the first curse in Richard III to the play's
final retributive death, the audience is confronted by a
relentless, inexplicable force that seems to pluck the curses
from the air, and ruthlessly answers them with death after
death.

The awesome force of the curses creates an all-

encompassing aura of supernatural power that appears to
predetermine not only the fates of the characters in the
play, but also the destiny of England.
Characterization is obviously aided by the number
and types of curses connected with an individual.

Rice

analyzes this problem in the following quotation:
Shakespeare uses the curse to emphasize
revengeful, high-spirited natures; he specifically makes the connection clear on several
occasions.
It is the high-spirited Margaret
who can claim a ruthless, cruel revent on York
who utters many of the most dreadful curses in the
play. Queen Elizabeth, on the other hand, who is
a calm almost colorless character in Richard III
admits that she has as much cause as Margaret and
the Duchess of York to curse but 'much less
spirit'.
She contents herself in the ~ 0 ay with
saying 'Amen' to the curses of others.
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Perhaps the most important of all the functions
performed by the curses in Richard III is to give order and
form to what would otherwise be 1-nt:erpreted as a chaotic
bloodbath.

The play was composed during a nationalistic

period in which Elizabethan audiences not only wished to
see their divinely guided history, but also wished, as Rice
put it, "some order in preceding events . .
out of a pattern of justice in seemingly

. the working

chaoti~

events ... 21

To find the inspiration for his version of justice in the
story of Richard III, Shakespeare had only to consult Hall
or Holinshed.

These two chroniclers had assigned the role

of the scourge of God who is himself destroyed to the much
maligned Richard. 22

Proceeding from the idea of Richard as

the evil person who is used as an instrument of divine
vengeance and then destroyed, Shakespeare wove his pattern
of curses and fulfillment into the tapestry of divine
retribution that is Richard III.

CHAPTER III
OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE OCCULT
Besides the major elements of the occult in Richard
III, curses and devil-lore, the pl·ay also consists of the
following minor, yet significant supernatural components:
prophecies, dreams, omens, witchcraft, ghosts, and other
preternatural beings.
are analyzed by L.

w.

These minor elements of the occult
Rogers in the following passage:

In all the occultism in the Shakespeare
plays one fact stands out clear and unquestionable, it [the supernatural occurrence]
is always presented as the truth:
the
dreams, visions, and prophecies are never
the fantastic products of disordered brains,
but thry always forecast the future faithfully.
.
Unlike the curses, the other elements of the supernatural found in Richard III were all suggested by or drawn
directly from the play's sources, More, Hall, and Holinshed.
Shakespeare manages to mold these historical elements into
dramatically sound devices with virtually the same function
in the play as that of the curses.
of Richard III are presented in

~uch

The occult components
a manner as to rein-

force the poet's theory that the Tudor dynasty was the
direct result of God's pre-ordained plan for England.
27
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Since the Elizabethans believed that the deposition
of an anointed king like Richard III was a direct violation
of the crder of things as represented by the Great Chain of
Being, Shakespeare had to present Richard's fall as a vital

.

part in the re-establishment of order.

Shakespeare's answer

to his problem was to be found in the chronicles' presentation of Richard of Gloucester.

In the histories he is

painted as the scourge of God whose heinous murders were
part of a divinely-guided purge of the guilt-ridden survivors
of the Wars of Roses.
By presenting Richmond as the predetermined king and
by surrounding his decline and death, as well as the deaths
of the duke's victims with appearances of preternatural beings, prophecies, and omens, the playwright creates an atmosphere of foreboding mystery and the impression that the
events that take place have the sanction of divine powers.
Prophecies, Dreams, and Omens
This section in the chapter on the occult in Richard
III is a study of the various forms of prognostication, divinatory dreams, omens of future events, and prophecies
found in the history play and its sources.

The characters

in the play whose fates and actions are foretold by dreams,
omens, and prophecies are, George, the Duke of Clarence;
Lord Hastings; Queen Elizabeth; the Duke of Buckingham; and
Gloucester, who becomes Richard III.
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Prophecy comes forward during Richard's first
speech in Richard III, when Gloucester explains to the audience that he has played on Edwar1's belief in prophecy and
the supernatural to alienate the king from his brother,
Clarence.

2

Richard gloats that:

Plots have I laid, inductions dangerous,
By drunken prophecies, libels and dreams,
To set my brother Clarence and the king
In deadly hate the one against the other.
(I.i.32-5).
Ironically the false augury that " . . . by G I His
{Edward rv•s] issue disinherited should be"

(I.i.56-7) 3 does

come to pass, but it is Richard of Gloucester, not George of
Clarence, who proves the villain.
Shakespeare drew the basis for the "G" prophecy from
4
the chronicles of Hall and from Holinshed. Holinshed describes the situation thus:
{The death of Clarence] rose of a foolish prophesie,
which was, that after K. Edward one should reigne,
whose first letter of his name should be a G.
Wherewith the king and queene were sore troubled
and began to conceiue a greeuous grudge against
this duke, and could not be in quiet till they
had brought him to his end. And as the diuell
is woont to incumber the minds of men which delite
in such diuelish fantasies, they said afterward,
that that prophesie lost not his effect, when
5
after king Edward, Glocester vsurped his kingdome.
The Bard, however, added the information that Richard
was the direct source of the prophecy, and that the intermediary between Gloucester and Edward in this divination was
a wizard who "from the cross
55).

~(;-vV"

plucks the letter G"

(I. i.

The detail of the fortune-teller's using the cross-row
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is an instance of the poet's adapting a common folk practice into his work to create verisimiltude in this work.
Thiselton Dyer explains how this Elizabethan metrical
charm worked:
Again, the alphabet was called the Christcross--row; either because a cross was prefixed
to the alphabet in the old primers, or, more
probably, from a superstitious custom of writing
the alphgbet in the form of a cross by way of ·
a charm.
This false prophecy is not the only incident of
prognostication connected with Clarence in Richard III,
for Clarence has one of the three prophetic dreams found
in the play.

Unlike Stanley's and Richard's dreams,

Clarence's dream has no historical basis.

Indeed, the only

detail in the action of Act I, scene iv, that is found in
historical sources is the manner in which Clarence was
murdered.

.

Holinshed states that Clarence was "priuilie

downed in a butt of malmesie."

7

Aerol Arnold provides the following discussion of
the structure of Clarence's dream:
Clarence's dream can be divided into three
parts. The first part (I.iv.9-20) which is allegorial and foreshadows Clarence's death at the
hands of his brother is clear to the audience,
already informed of Richard's plans, but is not
clear to Clarence. The middle section (I.iv.2033) is a richly elaborated passage describing
the drowning Clarence's experiences under the
sea.
The final section (I.iv.43-63) tells of
his meeting with the dead he has wronged and turns
our attention back to 3 Henr~ VI and to the crimes
for which Clarence must di~-
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It is in the first part of Clarence's dream that the prophecy of his death is found; and even though the dream is
presentPd allegorically, certain details surrounding the
appearance of the death are correctly presented.

Clarence's

death will be presented to Edward and the court as an accident.

In his dream, Richard's brother perceives Glouces-

ter's murder as an accident.

As the doomed man tells Braken-

bury:
• • • we paced along
upon the giddy footing of the hatches,
Methought that Gloucester stumbled; and, in
falling
Struck me, that thought to stay him, overboard,
Into the tumbling main.
(I.iv.l6-20).
To some extent, part two of Clarence's dream is
also prophetic, for even though Shakespeare has the murderers stab the unfortunate duke, the playwright also has the
henchmen dump the still-living Clarence into a malmsey-butt
to drown.

Clarence tells Brakenbury of his dream death of

drowning in the sea:
was to drown!

"Lord, Lord! methought, what pain it

I What dreadful noise of waters in mine ears!"

(I.iv.21-2).
Even part three (I.iv.43-63), the section in which
the ghosts of Warwick and Edward accuse Clarence of perjury
and murder, seems to predict Clarence's conversation with
Richard's hired killers.
life,

~e~inds

When Clarence, pleading for his

the henchmen of God's vengeance for murder,
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the second murderer replies:
And that same vengeance doth he hurl on thee,
For false forswearing and for murder too:
Thou didst receive the holy ~acrament
To fight in the quarrel of the house ~f Lancaster.
(I • i v • 2 0 6- 0 9 ) •

By using a prophetic dream to introduce Clarence's
murder, Shakespeare has induced and dramatically heightened
the emotions connected with the expectation of death.

He

has also riveted the audience's attention to the following
events.

Cumberland Clark suggests that Shakespeare also

introduces this dream to "frighten Clarence into repentance
for past misdeeds before swift and violent death overtakes
•
119
h ~m.

However, the dream also serves as a plot device to

recapitulate the past action of 3 Henry VI leading up to
Clarence's murder in Richard III.
Historically, the death of Hastings was foretold
in numerous ways by numerous omens, and the Bard has intraduced these omens and prophecies into his play with virtually no alteration.

The first warning that reaches Hast-

ings' ears comes from Lord Stanley via a messenger.

Shake-

speare could have gotten his version of the tale from either
More, lO Th e

.

M~rror

f or

'
Mag~s

t ra t es, ll or Ho 1'~ns h e d .

shed's version of the episode is as follows:
• • • the selfe night next before his death, the
lord Stanleie sent a trustie messenger vnto him
at midnight in all the hast, requiring him.to
rise and ride awaie with him, for he was d~sposed
vtterlie no longer to bide, ~~ had so fearfull a
dreame; in which him thought that a boare with

Holin-
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his tuskes so rased them both by the heads,
that.the bloud ran about both their shoulders. •
[t]h7s dream made so fearefull an impression
in h1s heart, that he was throughlie determined
no longer to tarrie, but haa his horsse readie
if the lord Hastings would go with him, to rid~
yet so farre the same nightl that they should
be out of danger yer daie.

•

Shakespeare faithfully follows his source material;
however, he adds information to Stanley's messenger's
speech, for he also has the messenger warn Hastings about
Richard's and Buckingham's secret council.

Shakespeare

has the messenger report to Hastings:

D

He [Stanley] dreamt to-night the boar had razed
his helm:
Besides, he says there are two councils held;
And that maybe determined at the one
Which may make you and him to rue at the other.
Therefore he sends to know your lordship's pleasure,
If-presently you will take horse with him,
And with all speed post with him toward the north,
To shun the danger that his soul divines.
(III.ii.l0-18).
Shakespeare is equally faithful to his source

i~

framing Hastings' answer to the messenger, for both Holinshed's and Shakespeare's versions record Hastings' flippant
answer to the messenger and the doomed lord's assurance to
Stanley that they need not fear Richard.
However, Stanley's dream is not the last warning
the ill-fated Hastings receives in the chronicles or in
Shakespeare's rendition.

The next omen of misfortune to

confront Lord Hastings is that of his horse stumbling three
times on its way to the Tower.

(William the Conqueror is

reputed to have stumbled upon landing in England with no
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ill results, but Hastings is not as lucky.) 13

The Mirror

.
14
15
f or Mag1strates,
More,
and Holinshed all report this

omen th~t presaged the death of Hastings.
ports:

Holinshed re-

"Certeine is it also, that in riding towards the

Tower, the same morning in which he was beheded, his horsse
twise or thrise stumbled with him, almost to the falling. 16
The final omen of death that foretells Hastings'
beheading at the Tower is Hastings' unusually high spirits.
Dyer explains this phenomenon:

"Among other omens of death

maybe mentioned high spirits, which have been supposed to
presage impending death."

17

Even Stanley notices the young

lord's elated mood and reminds Hastings that:
The lords at Pomfret, when they rode from London,
Were jocund, and supposed their state was sure,
And they indeed had no cause to mistrust,
But yet, you see, now soon the day o'ercast.
(III ,ii. 85-8).
Indeed, one can almost hear Stanley using the old adage,
"too much laughing ends in crying," to curb Hastings' delight in the deaths of the Queen's kin.

The source for this

omen may be noted in The Mirror for Magistrates:
Fore whye,
By vyolent
For nearst
So soonest
To thother
so laughed
So laughed

extreames are happs rack'd out of course.
myght for swinged forth perforce.
they cleave to cause that doth them shov:
fall from that theyr hyghest extreame,
contrary that doth want of meane.
he erst, whoe la~ghed out his breath.
19
I, whan I laughed my self to death [453-59].

Shakespeare obviously intends to use Hastings' neglect of
thes~

~~~ns

and prophecies as an indicator of the lord's
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headstrong, over-confident nature.

To any other character

in the play, the warnings would have been clear, but Hastings, seeped in his self-assura~~e, does not fully grasp
the ramifications of what has happened until he is being
led to the block.

The doomed lord wails:

Woe, woe for England! not a whit for me;
For I, too fond, might have prevented this.
Stanley did dream the boar did raze his helm;
But I disdain'd it, and did scorn to fly:
Three times to-day my foot-cloth horse did stumble,
And started, when he look'd upon the Tower,
As loath to bear me to the slaughter-house.
0, now I want the priest that spake to me:
I now repent I told the pursuivant,
As 'twere triumphing at mine enemies,
How they at Pomfret bloodily were butcher'd,
And I myself secure in grace and favour.
(III.iv.82-93).
Furthermore, according to folk beliefs, dying men
and men on their way to their deaths have the power to prophecy Hastings, himself the scoffer at such omens and proph.ecy, now presages Buckingham's and Richard's deaths:
0 bloody Richard! miserable England!
I prophesy the fearfull'st time to thee
That ever wretched age hath look'd upon.
Corne, lead me to the block; bear him my head.
They smile at me that shortly shall be dead.
(III.iv.lOS-09).

Since the presence of the queen of Henry VI, Margaret, is solely the product of Shakespeare's imagination,
her prophecies are also fictitious.

Margaret not only

u~

ters the curses which help to give the play its unity, but
also prophesies the results of other people's dealings with
Richard.

Elizabeth and Buckingham hear the old queen's
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prognostications of Richard's treachery toward them, but
like the auguries of Cassandra, the prophecies of the
Frenchwoman are not heeded. 20
Margaret's initial prophecy comes in Act I, scene
iii, when Elizabeth takes Richard's part in the duke's confrontation with the Lancastrian queen.

The widow warns

Elizabeth:
Why strew'st thou sugar on that bottled spider,
Whose deadly web ensnareth thee about?
Fool, fool! thou whet's a knife to kill thyself.
The time will come when thou shalt wish for me
To help thee curse that poisonous bunch-back'd toad.
(I.iii.242-46).
However, by Act IV Elizabeth recognizes the efficacy of the old queen's prophecy and admits to Margaret that
she wants her help to curse Richard.

Edward's widow states:

0, thou didst prophesy the time would come

That I should wish for thee to help me curse
That bottled spider, that foul bunch-back'd toad!
(IV.iv.79-81).
Buckingham, like Elizabeth, rejects Margaret's
prophecy as well as her counsel.

Margaret answers his

refusal of her advice thusly:
What, dost thou scorn me for my gentle counsel?
And soothe the devil that I warn thee from?
0, but remember this another day,
When he shall split thy very heart with sorrow,
And say poor Margaret was a prophetess!
(I.iii.297-301).
The ill-fated duke does indeed recall Margaret's
prophecy on All-Souls' Day, his "body's doomsday"
and remarks:

(V.i.l2),
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Now Margaret's curse is fallen upon my head;
'When.he,' quoth she, 'shall split thy heart
.
Wl. th sorrow,
Remember Margaret was a prophetess'.
(V. i . 2 5-7 ) •
The fact that Buckingham was executed tin All-Souls'
Day could have been gleaned from either Holinshed or Hall; 21
however, Shakespeare emphasizes the dramatic irony of the
time of Buckingham's execution.

Dyer explains the phil-

osophy behind the rites connected with the holiday:
All-Souls' Day (November 2)--which is set
apart by the Roman Catholic Church for a
solemn service for the repose of the dead~-
was formerly observed in this country, and
among the many customs celebrated in its
honor were ringing the passing bell,
making soul cakes, blessing beans, etc. 22
The day in which the living are to pray for the dead is the
day in which Buckingham is to be sent from the realm of the
living into the kingdom of the dead by a man whose birth
and death were accompanied by evil omens, Richard III.
More,

23

Hall,

24

.
and Hol1.nshed all take great

pains~

to tell their readers of Richard's ominous appearance at
birth, as well as the problems the Duchess of York had in
being delivered of her third son.

Holinshed's rendition

of the Duke of Gloucester's birth and countenance is as
follows:
Richard, the third sonne, of whome we now
intreate, was in wit and courage equall
with either of them, in bodie and prowesse
farre vnder them both; litle of stature,
ill featured of limmes, crooke backed, his
left shoulder much higher than his right,
hard fauoured of visage, and such as in states
called warlie, in other men otherwise; he was
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m~lic~ous, wrathful!, enuious, and from afore
h~s b~rth euer froward.
It is for truth reported, that the duchesse his mother had so
much adoo in her trauell, that she could not
be deliuered of him vncut; a.nd that he came
into the world with the feet forward, as
men be borne outward, and (as t~5 fame runneth also) not vntoothed. • . .
Shakespeare takes great pains to call the audience's
attention to Richard's deformity, for the Elizabethans believed that individuals who had birthmarks or were deformed
were prone to evil, and therefore labeled by nature while
the person was still in the \vomb. 26

Margaret makes refer-

ence to this bit of birth-lore when she cails at Richard
thus:
Thou elvish-mark'd, abortive, rooting hog!
Thou that wast seal'd in thy nativity
The slave of nature and the son of hell!
(I .. iii. 228-30).
Richard's deformity is not the only evil omen that
accompanied his birth, for Richard was born with teeth.
The significance of this phenomenon is explained by K. M.
Briggs:

"{T]o be born with teeth was a sign of either

devilish ancestry or devilish character; Merlin, Mother
Shipton and Richard III were so distinguished."

27

Shake-

speare alludes to this peculiarity of Richard's birth in
3 Henry

vi 28

York says:

and in Richard III, where the young Duke of
"Marry, they say my uncle grew so fast

he could gnaw a crust at two hours old."
Shakespeare makes the most of

t~~~3

I That

(II.iv.26-7).

omens to point up the
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evil aspects of Richard's character that permit the duke
to commit such heinous deeds without compunction.
However, Richard's birth is not the only aspect of
his life that has elements of supernatural prognostication
connected with it.

Gloucester's death in Richard III is

foretold on two different occasions.

The first prophecy of

Richard's death is found in Holinshed:
And during his [Richard's] abode here [Exeter]
he went about the citie, & uiewed the seat of
the same, & at length he came to the castell:
and when he vnderstood that it was called Rugemont, suddenlie he fell into a dumpe, and (as
one astonied) said: 'Well, I see my dais be not
long.'
He spake this of a prophesie told him,
that when he came once to Richmond, he should
not long liue after: which fell out in the end
to be true, not in respect of this castle, bu2
in respect of Henrie earle of Richmond. . . . 9
Interestingly enough, Shakespeare combines this historical
prophecy with one of his own in the famous
Richard

11

clock scene":

:

As I remember, Henry the Sixth
Did prophesy that Richmond should be king,
When Richmond was a little peevish boy.
A king, perhaps, perhaps,-Buckingham: My lord!
Richard
: How chance the prophet could not at that
time
Have told me, I being by that I should
kill him?
Buckingham: My lord, your promise of the earldom.
Richard
: Richmond! When last I was at Exeter,
The mayor in courtesy show'd me the castle,
And call'd it Rougemont:
at which name
I started,
Because a bard of Ireland told me once,
I should not live long after I saw Richmond.
(IV.ii. 98-110).
In thi~ ~~ene, Richard has just reached the zenith of his
power, and through these prophecies Shakespeare is preparing
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the audience for Richard's fall and Richmond's ascension
to the throne.

The new king's grip on his emotional and

mental fa~ulties is shown to be weakening in this scene,
for i t is at this point in time that Richard obviously
begins to fall under Margaret's curse.
The final prophecy in Richard I I I adds the ultimate
sanction of the supernatural to Richard's fall.

Act

v,

scene

iii, has its roots in the chronicles from which Shakespeare
drew so heavily for this play.

The episode from which

scene iii could have been drawn appears in More, Hall, or
Holinshed; but internal evidence (i.e., identical word
choice) indicates the playwright based this scene on the
latter's version.

Holinshed's account of Richard's final

night of life is as follows:
The fame went, that he had the same night
a dreadful! and terrible dreame:
for it seemed
to him being asleepe, that he did see diuerse
images like terrible diuels, which pulled and
haled him, not suffering him to take anie quiet
or rest. The which strange vision not so suddenlie strake his heart with a sudden,feare,
but it stuffed his head and troubled his mind
with manie busie and dreadful! imaginations.
For incontinent after, his heart being almost
damped, he prognosticated before the doubtful!
chance of the battell to come; not vsing the
alacritie ana mirth of mind and countenance as
he was accustomed to doo before he came toward
the battell . . . he recited and declared to his
familiar friend in the morn~tig his wonderful!
vision and fearful! dreame.
Taking the mood of predestination as well as the
idea v!:

~~~dreadful!

and terrible dreame," Shakespeare in-

corporates the elements of Margaret's curse, the looming
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sense of guilt, the restless slumber, and the paranoia into
a dream sequence made up of two parts.

The first section

of the dream introduces the ghosts of Richard's victims who
curse Gloucester for his deeds; the concluding part of the
dream is a preview of the events of the next day when Richard
is to meet his death.

In his dream Richard views the events

of the following day:

he will have his horse cut out from

under him

["G 1ve me another horse."
0

be wounded f"bind up my wounds"
[Have mercy, Jesu!"

(V.iii.l77). ]; he will

(V.iii.l77).]; and he dies

(V.iii.l78).].

The effects gleaned by

introducing such notes of evil omens and prophecy into
Richard's life help to clarify the change in the major character from confidence to paranoia, as well as to place heaven's stamp of approval on the villain-king's deposition and
murder.

However, to Elizabethan audiences, Richard's death

at the hand of Richmond would be evidence enough.

Accord-

ing to Dyer, the death of the vanquished person was always
cons1dered a certa1n ev1od ence o f ho1s gu1olt . 31
0

0

•

The omens, prophecies, and dreams in Richard III
are, in the hands of an inspired playwright like Shakespeare,
not just details taken from the sources of the play, but
dramatic devices which perform four major functions in the
history play.

{1) The various forms of prognostication

found in Richard III provide the play with a foreboding
brooding atmosphere.

No one la -cue play seems to be a free

agent, for once doom is prophecied, whether it be by dreams,
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omens, or word of mouth, the individual who receives the
divination finds his fate sealed.

(2) Shakespeare uses

the individual character's react~o~s to these auguries as
means of characterization.

(3) These supernatural warn-

ings foreshadow the death and suffering to be experienced
by the guilty survivors of the Wars of Roses at the hands
of the merciless juggernaut of divine justice, Richard.
{4) However, the most significant prophecies and omens in
the play are those connected with Richard, himself; for
from his birth until his death, this character is surrounded
by evil omens, prophecies, and dreams.

His birth was greeted

by omens which foretold a devilish life for him.

Gloucester's

life was filled with prophecies which always came to pass,
even those auguries which were concocted by Richard, himself.
The ·evil king's death was heralded by eleven ghosts of his
former victims.
Shakespeare foreshadowed every important aspect of
Richard's life and violent death with a prognostication presented by natural or supernatural means.

The poet obviously

intended for his audience to be aware of the inescapable
predestined fates that awaited, not only Richard, but also
his victims, and ultimately, England.
Ghosts and Other Preternatural Beings
The supernatural beings presented by Shakespeare in
Richard III are, in order of their appearance, the semi-
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supernatural Margaret, the cursing queen; the ghosts of
Clarence's dream, Warwick and Edward, son to Henry VI;
and the eleven spirits of Richard's dream, Edward, Henry
VI, Clarence, Rivers, Vaughan, Grey, Hastings, Richard's
two nephews, Lady Anne, and Buckingham.
Margaret is presented in the category of supernatural beings because of her function and presentation in
the play.

As has been noted before, Margaret's presence in

England at the time of the action of the play as well as her
curses and their fulfillments are products of the playwright's fancy.
device.
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Shakespeare uses the queen as a plot

Through her curses, Margaret serves as a sort of

fury, an extention of the spirit Nemesis, which doles out
the punishments required for the retribution of sins committed by the guilty.

Furthermore, the uncanny accuracy

of Margaret's curses would seem to suggest the sanction of
the supernatural.

Margaret's presence and the constant pat-

tern of curse and fulfillment give not only unity, but also
a brooding, foreboding atmosphere to the play.
However, Margaret, for all her ties with the supernatural, must, at this point, be abandoned in favor of those
beings which belong solely to the realm of the preternatural,
the ghosts.
Ghosts are used in two scenes in Richard III;
ever, in one instance, Clarence's dream, they are only

how-
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reported, while in the second episode, Richard's dream,
the spirits appear on stage and are seen by two people,
Richard and Richmond.

In sp1' te o ~ th e d'ff
· pre1 erences 1n

sentation, the ghosts and the sequence in which they appear
have several things in common:

(1) in both instances, the

specters are the brain children of the playwright, for the
historical sources for Richard III do not include the tales
of these spirits' malevolent visitations;

(2) the ghosts

appear to Richard, Clarence, and Richmond in a dreaming
sleep,

(3) the dreams in which the phantoms are presented

presage death for Clarence and Richard;

(4) the spirits

which visit the two brothers are the souls of individuals
who were murdered or otherwise wronged by the two men;

(5)

the phantoms could almost be categorized as ghosts in the
Senecan tradition in that they are souls that demand vengeance for crimes committed against them.
The spirits presented in Clarence's dream are those
of his betrayed father-in-law, Warwick, and the son of Henry
VI, Edward.

Clarence's dream is divided into three parts,

the prelude to his death, his death by drowning, and his
entrance into hell.

It is in hell that Clarence meets and

describes the first ghost:
The first that there did greet my stranger soul,
Was my great father-in-law, renowned Warwick,
Who cried aloud, 'What scourge for perjury
Can this dark monarchy afford false Clarence?'
And so he vanished.
(I.iii.43-52).
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However, perjury is not the only sin of which Clarence is
guilty.

The troubled duke tells Brakenbury of the second

ghost:
• • • then came wandering by
A shadow like an angel, with bright hair
Dabbled in blood; and he squeak'd out aloud
'Cl arence 1s
. come; false, fleeting, perjured'
Clarence,
That stabb'd me in the field by Tewksbury;
s7ize on him Furies, take him to your torments!'
W1th that, methoughts, a legion of foul fiends
Environ'd me about, and howled in mine ears
Such hideous cries, that with the very noise
I trembling waked, and for a season after
Could not believe but that I was in hell,
Such terrible impression made the dream.
(I.iv.52-63).
Shakespeare uses these ghosts and their accusations
to impress upon the audience that "Simple, plain Clarence"
(I.i.ll8), is a good man who is guilty of the horrible sins
of perjury, treason, and murder and must be punished.

With-

out this exposition, the viewer is unfamiliar with 3 Henry
VI, could not find meaning in

Cla~encc's

death, and the

murder would not fit into the pattern of guilt and retribution that is so vital to Richard III's unity.

The ghosts

in the dream also serve as personifications of Clarence's
guilty conscience and serve to give the audience a clearer
picture of this character.
Interestingly enough, Richard's heretofore unseen
conscience is revealed through the same technique as that
used with his brother.

However, one could classify Clarence's

spirits as merely the products of a guilt-ridden man, for
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the audience does not see the ghosts and George's testimony stands as the ?nly evidence that the spirits ever

existed~

The eleven phantoms which malevolently visit

Richard, however, are another issue.

Shakespeare elabor-

ately sets the scene for the ghosts to appear.

.

Walter T .

Herbert analyzes the Bard's technique:
• · ·.an emphasis on night and cold, a character
who suddenly lacks alacrity of spirit and cheer
of mind, and an abrupt slowing of pace which will
subsequently be re-emphasized by contrast with
the almost feverishly rapid gait at which,
after the ghost has delivered his shock, the
scene proceeds. The scheme is a subtle extension
~f the ancient dramatic convention of 3~aracteriz1ng a person before he comes on stage.
Just as Herbert notes, the audience sees Richard on
the eve of the battle at Bosworth Field, in the grip of his
insomnia and depressed.
bowl of wine"

He tells Ratcliff to "Give me a

(V.iii.72), the Elizabethan equivalent of a

sleeping pill, because "I have not that alacrity of spirit, I
Nor cheer of mind, that I was wont to have" (V.iii.73-74).
The action then turns ·to Richmond, who apparently has no
trouble sleeping.

In the time the audience's attention was

focused on Richmond, Richard falls asleep, and the ghosts
enter.

The first ghost to enter Richard's and Richmond's

dreams is Edward, son of Henry VI.

Edward reminds Richard

of his damnable sin of murder committed on the young prince:
11

Think, how thou stab'dst me in my prime of youth

bury;

d~s:t?air,

therefore, and die!"

I At Tewks-

(V.iii.ll9-20).

To Rich-

mond, however, the dead prince whispers, "Be cheerful,
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Richmond; for the wronged souls
fight in thy behalf"

1

Of butcher'd princes

(V.iii.l20-21).

The ghost of Edward's

father also gives his blessings to Richmond and reminds
the young Tudor that he prophesied Henry Tudor would be
king.

The spirit says:

Virtuous and holy, be thou conqueror!
Harry, that prophesied thou shouldst be king,
Doth comfort thee in thy sleep: live, and flourish!
(V.iii.l29-31).
Henry VI, however, matches the blessing he gave to Tudor
with a curse on Richard:
When I was mortal, my anointed body
By thee was punched full of deadly holes;
Think on the Tower and me:
despair and die!
(V.iii.l25-28).
In Henry's speech, Richard's multiple sins of usurpation
and murder of the lord's anointed are made most obvious;
however, the audience is, at this point, made aware of the
pattern of curse and blessing that follows throughout the
appearance of the next nine phantoms.
The next nine ·spirits, Clarence, Rivers, Grey,
Vaughan, Hastings, Edward V, the young Duke of York, Lady
Anne, and Buckingham all damn Richard for their murders,
"despair, and die!"

(V.iii.l63), and promise Richmond sue-

cess in battle and the blessings of God, "God and good
angels fight on Richmond's side"

(V.iii.l71).

The audience is meant to take the ghosts that appear to Richard and Richmond as real supernatural beir.;~.
Elmer Edgar Stoll notes that:
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· . . i t is now dead midnight--cold fearful
drops stand on his trembling fush--the lights
turn blue. Al~ 4 three signs are unmistakable
and authentic. ·
Dyer seems to agree with Stoll, in the respect that "the
presence of unearthly beings was announced by an alteration
in the tint of the lights which happened to be burning." 35
Obviously, Shakespeare intends for the audience to accept
the spirits as real representatives from the spiritual
world, and their words as truth, even though Richard, himself, tells the audience,
there's none else by"

"Soft! I did but dream . . .

(V.iii.l79, 182).

An anonymous article,

"The Ghost Technique in Shake-

speare," offers an excellent analysis of the ghosts themselves and their dramatic function in the play:
The ghosts of Richard's victims are Senecan
in character in that they are spirits of vengeance, but depart from Seneca's manner in making no reference to the underworld of classical
mythology.
Moorman says that 'they are conceived by Shakespeare as the instruments of
that primeval amorphous power of Nemesis, which
will not let the criminal triumph in his wickedness but demands an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth'.
These spectres are forces which
sap Richard's courage and send him to the fight
with Richmond unnerved and unmanned.
The appearance of the ghost to.Ri~hmon~ is a further
6
development of the Nemes1s 1dea.
.
Indeed, the analysis of the spirits malevolent intentions
toward Richard seems accurate, for the audience now sees
a man who was at one time "determined to prove a villain"
(I.i.30), now beseiged by doubts and fears.

Richard
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tries to settle his nerves after this frightening experience:
My conscience hath a thousand several tongues,
And ~very tongue brings in a several tale,
And every tale condemns me for a villain.
Perjury, perjury, in the highest degree;
Murder, stern murder, in the direst degree;
All several sins, all used ,in each degree,
Throng to the bar crying all, Guilty! guilty!
I shall despair.
(V.iii.l93-200).
Richard, in recognizing his sins, should repent to be saved;
however, the king falls into even deeper sin by despairing
of all hope of redemption.
However, Richmond's version of the dream has the
opposite effect; he describes his visions of the preceding
night:
The sweetest sleep, and fairest-boding dreams
That ever entr'd in a drowsy head,
Have I since your departure had, my lords.
Methought their souls, whose bodies Richard
murder'd,
Came to my tent, and cried on victory:
I promise you, my soul is very jocund
In the remembrance of so fair a dream.
(V.iii.226-33).
Cumberland Clark interprets the influence this dream
has on Richmond:
The effect on Richmond of the encouraging predictions of his ghostly visitors is to strengthen
his confidence in t~e justic~ of his ~a~se a~d 37
the belief that he 1s execut1ng the D1v1ne Wlll.
Indeed, these dreams of cursing ghosts serve, not only to
convince Shakespeare's Richmond of the justice of his cause,
but also LO convince Shakespeare's audience's of the super-
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natural sanction of Richard III's overthrow and the ascension of the Tudors to the throne.
The ghosts in the dreams 0£ Clarence and Richard,
as well as the semi-supernatural Margaret, are characters
in Richard III which originated with the playwright and
are not found in sources of the play.

Therefore, the play-

wright must have seen some dramatic deficiency in his play
that he thought could be corrected by the inclusion of these
preternatural personages.
Richard III is the final play in Shakespeare's first
tetralogy.

In this play all of the sins and guilt accumu-

lated in the three Henry VI plays are finally avenged by
the evil Richard, who is himself ultimately destroyed.

How-

ever, there is so much guilt and so many transgressions are
committed in the Henry VI plays that the audience should be
punished.

In the ghosts and Margaret, Shakespeare hit upon

characters who could be injected into the action to recapitulate past events and still serve other dramatic purposes.
Margaret not only serves as a reminder of the Yorkist's bloody ascension to the throne, but also unifies the
play with her curses and their fulfillments.
The ghosts in Clarence's dream serve to force the
duke into repenting his sins before his murder, as well as
being reminders of this "simple" man's guilt.
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Finally, the ghosts in Richard's dream show the
audience a side of Richard which they have never seen before, his conscience.

These eleven ghosts also serve to

emphasize the idea that with Richard's death all of the
sins incurred by the Yorks and Lancasters will finally be
vindicated and that Richmond's ascension to the throne will
bring a pure, innocent dynasty into power, the Tudors.
Witchcraft and Strawberries
Witchcraft and strawberries seem an unlikely combination of elements; however, Shakespeare uses both elements to lay the groundwork for Gloucester's charge of treason and the subsequent execution of Lord Hastings.

But as

Lawrence J. Ross notes:
Shakespearean details of rather minor intrinsic significance sometimes can be worth the most
careful examination not only because they previously have been ignored or misinterpreted,
but ~lso because such study may serve to indicate neglected resources of the pla~vright's
dramatic language and the methods o~ 8 historical
criticism requisite to master them.
In the beginning of Act III, scene iv, the nobles
Hastings, Buckingham, Stanley, Level, Ratcliff, the Bishop
of Ely, and others enter a meeting room in the Tower of
London to discuss the forthcoming coronation of Edward V.
Richard of Gloucester, the young prince's uncle, however,
is absent.

Wanting to hurry matters along so that he may

return to his new mistress, Jane Shore, Lord Hastings tells
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the assembled nobles that he knows Gloucester well enough
to speak for the du~e on the issue of the prince's coronation.

~t this time Richard enters, apologizes for be-

ing late, learns of Hastings' offer to speak for him, and,
for no apparent reason, turns to the Bishop of Ely, and says:
When I was last in Holborn,
I saw good strawberries in your garden there.
I do beseech you send for some of them.
(III.iv.35-37).
This innocent request is the first link in the chain
of events that takes Hastings to the scaffold and Richard
to the throne.

Much has been debated and written about the

seemingly insignificant and obscure request.
fact is incontestable:

However, one

the original story on which this

scene is based is found in More.

39

Hall and Holinshed

closely followed Sir Thomas' account, and Shakespeare's
probable source for this scene is Holinshed.

Holinshed

gives the following account:
After a little talking with them, he
[Richard] said vnto the bishop of Elie, My
lord, you have verie good strawberies at
your garden in Holborne, I require you let vs
have a messe of them.
Gladlie my lord (quoth
he) would God I had some better thing as readie
to your pleasure as that! And therewith in all
the hast.he ~ nt his servant for a messe of
strawber~es.

0

In the chronicles Gloucester leaJes the chamber for about
an hour, and when he returns his demeanor has changed considerably.

Holinshed's version of the tale continues:
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• • . thus he [Richard] began: What were
~hey.worthie to haue that compasse and
~mag~ne the de~truction of me, being so neere
of bloud vnto the king, and protector of his
roi~l! person and his realme? . . . Then the
lord chamberlaine (as he that for the loue
betweene them thought he might be boldest
with him) answered and said, that they were
worthie to be punished as heinous traitors,
whatsoever they were. And·all the other affirmed the same. That is (quoth he [Richard])
yonder sorceresse my brother's wife, and other
with hir (meaning the queene} . . . . Then said
the protector: Ye shall all see in what wise
that sorceresse, and that other witch of hir
councell, Shores wife, with their affinitie,
have by their sorcerie and witchcraft, wasted
my bodie. And therwith he plucked vp his
dublet sleeue to his elbow, vpon his left
arme, where he showed a weerish w~rhered arme,
and small; as it was neuer other.
J. Dover Wilson, with the aid of Dr. J. Swift Joly,
has come up with what seems to be a rational explanation of
the historical Richard's request for stra\vberries.

Wilson

thinks Richard had an allergy to strawberries and that by
eating the fruit would break out with a hive-like rash.
Joly, via Wilson, speculates that the word "withered" was
mistaken (or misprinted) for the word "tethered."

This

theory is abetted by the fact that in the chronicles Gloucester leaves the room for almost an hour, just long enough
.
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for a violent allergic react1on
to b ecome v1s1
Ross, in his article, "The Heaning of Strawberries
in Shakespeare," takes exception to the Wilson-Joly theory,
because he feels that "Wilson pictures for us a Shakespeare,
not

~h~pi~g

the matter of his source into something new and

comprehensible, but vainly trying to give some plausibility
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to an episode whose secret key he did not possess."

Ross

presents a logical ~ase definding the playwright's use of
the strawberries as a commentary OP Richard's character,
as well as a dramatic device.

The author explains his

theory in this way:
The first reference to the strawberries
in the passage could be merely an expression
of Richard's affected geniality and his device to get Ely momentarily out of the way so
he can tell Buckingham of Hastings' refusal
to assent to his occupancy of the throne. But
the second reference (III.iv.46-59) must be
intended to be meaningful in its context,
Hastings' commentary on Richard's character,
unless Shakespeare deliberately has gone out
of his way to produce an entry, line and
~roupi~~ which are otherwise dramatically
1nert.
But why did the playwright use the strawberries
as a commentary on Richard?

According to folklore, the

strawberry was the only fruit that could grow near vilesmelling plants and not absorb some of the bad characteristics of its neighbors.
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Because of its uncorruptibility,

the ernblema tic aspect of the stra\vberry could have been
applied to the good man, or "of the seemingly good man, the
hypocrite," Richard.
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Since this scene pivots on Richard's hypocrisy toward Lord Hastings, Shakespeare subtly foreshadows the
duke's sudden and deadly change of attitude by prefacing
Hastings' praise of Richard's honesty with a second mention
of the symbolic strawberry.
the Tower chamber and asks:

The Bishop of Ely re-enters
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Re-enter Bishop of Ely
Ely

:

Hastings

:

Derby

:

Hastings

:

Derby

:

Where is my lord protector?
I .·have sent for these strawberries.
H1s grace looks cheerfully and
smooth today;
There's some conceit or other likes
him well,
When he doth bid good morrow with
such a spirit.
I think there's never a man in
Christendom
That can less hide his love or hate
than he;
For by his face straight shall you
know his heart.
What of his heart perceive you in
his face
By any likelihood he show'd today?
Marry, that with no man here he is
offended;
For, were he, he had shown it in
his looks.
I pray God he be not, I say.

Re-enter Gloucester and Buckingham
Gloucester:

pray you all, tell me what they
deserve
That do conspire my death with devilish plots
Of damned witchcraft, and that have
prevail'd
Upon my body with their hellish charms?
{III.iv.49-64).
I

Hastings' self-assured statement of Richard's transparency of emotion is juxtaposed with Ely's announcement
about the strawberries and Derby's apprehensiveness concerning Richard.

Of course the audience is aware of Hastings'

false perception of the duke and of Richard's plans to do
away with Hastings, and to the viewer, Gloucester's cry of
witchcraft is not unexpected.

Richard of Gloucester proves

to be a great deal like the snake which lurks under the
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pretty fruit and flowers of the strawberry, inflicting
death to those who are unwary.

The reckless Hastings is

drawn into pronouncing his own death sentence in response
to Richard's inquiry as to what penalty should be inflicted
upon those who, by witchcraft affect his body.

Like the

snake, Richard lures his victim into range and strikes:
Hastings

:

The tender love I bear your grace,
my lord,
Makes me most forward in this noble
presence
To doom the offenders, whatsoever
they be:
I say, my lord, they have deserved
death.

Gloucester:

Then be your eyes the witness of this
ill:
See how I am bewitch'd; behold mine
arm
Is, like a blasted sapling, wither'd up:
And this is Edward's wife, that
monstrous witch,
Consorted with that harlot strumpet
Shore,
That by their witchcraft thus have
marked me.

Hastings

If they have done this thing, my
gracious lord,--

:

Gloucester:

If! thou protector of this damned
strumpet,
Tellest thou me of 'ifs'? Thou art
a traitor:
Off with his head!
(III.iv. 65-78).

based on
The charge that the two women used witchcraft is
could wither all or part of
the popular belief that a witch
.
those now assoa person's body by USl.ng charms similar to
Dyer describes
ciated with voodoo rites in the West Indies.
the Elizabethan adaptation of sympathetic magic thusly:
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. Acc~rding to a common notion firmly be11eved 1n days 9one by, witches were supposed
to make wax7n f1gures of those they intended
to harm, wh1ch they stuck through with pins,
o~ melted before a slow fire.
Then, as the
f1gure wasted, so the person ~t represented
was said to waste away also. 4
Despite the fact that his deformity is well known, Richard
hopes to play on the superstitious fears of the common people
by alienating them from two major figures in Edward VI's
reign, Jane Shore and Elizabeth, by charging them with

. h craft. 47
w1tc

Indeed, just as he used the false prophecy

to destroy his other brother, Clarence, Richard, the snake
under the flower, uses the false accusation of witchcraft
to bring about Hastings' ruin and to slander his late kingbrother's wife and mistress.
Shakespeare's utilization of the strawberry motif
with the trumped up charge of witchcraft is a powerful device
for expressing the cunning, ruthlessness, brashness, and
growing power of Richard at this point in the play.

Rich-

ard is now represented as reaching his zenith and within the
next three scenes will ascend to the throne through the
successful combination of ruthlessness, hypocrisy and deceit.
Shakespeare's use of the occult in Richard III is
an example of the playwright's masterful control over his
materials.

The Bard took seemingly unrelated supernatural

occurrences that were recorded in the chronicles, reset
them against a carefully developed environment, and made
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these preternatural elements work as unifying dramatic
devices, not just

s~ary

incidents, in the play.

The prophecies, omens, dreams, ghosts, and even the
false charges of witchcraft, work hand in hand with the
curses to set up the patterns of sin and divine retribution that consolidate Richard I I I into an organic whole.

CHAPTER IV
RICHARD III AS A VICE-DEVIL FIGURE
"The 'full scope' morality is one in which the
theme is the saving of man's soul, and the central figure
is man in the sense of humanity in general."!
Several critics have suggested that Shakespeare's
Richard III is, in fact, a Renaissance morality play in
which England, "Everyman," is saved from the clutches of
Richard III, the Vice or Devil, by Richmond, the good Angel.

2

In fact, even Richard's opening discourse to the audience
may be traced back to the traditional opening speech of the
morality play, which was made by the Devil or Vice character.
Nicholas Brooke believes that that particular device is
used by the playwright to establish the tone of the play,
as well as to determine Richard as a Vice-like character,
who is a "sardonic humorist, a clown," and an "anti-Christ."
Brooke also points out that Richard, like the Vice, "the
star" of the morality play, is the only character in Richard
•

III who, by his asides and speeches to the house, has any
direct contact with the audience.

4

Shakespeare's Richard

helps to support Brooke's theory by slyly stating in an
59

3
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aside, "Thus, like the formal Vice, Iniquity, I moralize
two meanings in one.word"

(III.i.82-83).s

Perhaps a clearer picture of the Vice figure should
be drawn before the discussion continues.

Thiselton Dyer

describes Vice in the following:
According to Nave, 'Vice' had the name sometimes of one vice, sometimes of another but most
.
'
commonly of Iniquity, or Vice itself. He was
grostesquely dressed in a cap with ass' ears, a
long coat, and a dagger of lath. One of his chief
employments was to make sport with the devil,
leaping on his back, and belaboring him with
his dagger of lath, till he made him roar. The
deviG, however, always carried him off in the
end.
It is true that Richard, like the Vice, often humors the audience, tempts the members of the Houses of York
and Lancaster into sin (which they later repent), and is
at the end of the play, damned.

However, by Act III, Rich-

ard's evil ceases to be funny, and Richard can no longer
be identified with the comic vice-figure.

Robert Hapgood

suggests that Richard might be better identified with another character in the morality plays, the Devil.

Hapgood

firmly asserts that "He is an arch dissembler, has a devilish hump and limp, and is frequently reviled as a cacodemon,
a hell hound, a foul devil, a minister of hell.

Every step

in his rise to power is not only a ruthless political
maneuver but a diabolical profanation."

7

When one looks at Richard as a devil figure, many
of his actions and statements could be viewed as a blasphe-
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mous satire of many sacred Elizabethan conventions.

Further-

more, _many of the i~sults hurled at Richard by Anne, Margaret, Eli~abeth, and Richmond gain significance as insights
into Richard's devilish character.
Richard's demonic activities are evident as early
as the first speech of the play:

Gloucester explains to the

audience how he has turned his two brothers "[i]n deadly
hate the one against the other'' (I.i.35).

As soon as Glou-

cester finishes his explanation of how he has viciously
helped to transform filial love into hate, Clarence, Richard's doomed brother, appears.

Richard assures Clarence

that he will appeal to Edward IV for his release, but then
turns to the audience and says,
Simple, plain Clarence!
I do love thee so,
I will shortly send thy soul to heaven,
If heaven will take the present at our hands.
(I.i.ll8-20).
Gloucester, however, is not as cor:..cern8d with the ultimate
destination of his brother's soul as he is with removing
Clarence from the world of the living.

In fact, Richard

tells Clarence's murderers to "be sudden in the execution"
(I.iii.346).

A swift execution would not give Clarence

time to confess and receive the last rites of the church;
therefore, to the Elizabethan eyP, it would appear that
Richard is damning the unshriven duke's soul to hell.
Even the manner in which Clarence is murdered seems
.

to be a Satanic parody of the Christian rites o f Bapt1sm
and Holy Communion.

8

Richard, himself, jestingly foreshadows
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his brother's death by drowning by suggesting "0, belike
his majesty hath some intent I That you shall be new-christen'd i~ the Tower•

(I.i.49-50).

However, instead of sym-

bolically having his soul cleansed by holy water so that he
may enter the Kingdom of Heaven, the unrepented Clarence is
literally drowned in Wlne.

Since the Elizabethans' believed

that the unconfessed souls went to hell, Clarence's fate
was certain.
The manner in which this murder is committed may be
also seen as a diabolical parody of the sacrament of Holy
Communion.

Communion deals with an individual's confessing

his sins and becoming one with Christ by symbolically partaking of the Savior's body (bread) and blood (wine).
Clarence's assassins suggest a grim travesty of this rite
in their following plans for the duke's murder:
First Murderer:

Take him over the costard with the
Hilts of thy sword, and then we will
chop him in the
Malmsey-butt [wine barrel] in the
next room.

Second Murderer: 0 excellent device! make a sop [bread
dipped in wine] of him.
(I.iv.l58-62).
The devil, Richard, has created a climate in which
even the holiest rites of the church are ridiculed.

As Hap-

good notes, "Here 'Christ's dear blood' is powerless:

Clar-

ence's appeal to his murderers' hope for redemption is futile."9

When Clarence entreats his executioners on the

grounds that murder is a damnable sin, the First Murderer
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asks Clarence what prevailed upon him to murder the heir
to Henry VI, Edward·.

Clarence replies thus:

"My brother's

[Edward's] love, the devil [Richu.rd] , and my rage"

(I. i v. 22 9) .

Clarence, whose soul has already been tempted into the damnable sin of murder by Richard, is dispatched to hell by
Gloucester's henchmen.
The temptation of Anne, Richard's second victim,
takes place during Richard's desecration of the funeral of
her father-in~-law, Henry VI.

However, unlike Clarence, Anne

readily recognizes Gloucester as the agent of evil.

Upon

encountering Richard during the funeral procession of Henry
VI, Anne addresses the dead King's pallbearers in the following manner:
What, do you tremble? Are you all afraid?
Alas, I blame you not; for you are mortal,
And mortal eyes cannot endure the devil.
(I.ii.43-45).
The widowed princess then turns her attention to Richard
and flings the following insults, adjectives, and epithets
"Thou dreadful minister of hell!"

at her husband's murderer:
(I.ii.46); "foul devil"

(I.ii.SO); "hell-govern'd"

"O wonderful, when devils tell the truth!"
fused infection of a man"
ii.90); "hedgehog"
but hell"

(I • l· l·. . 78)

(I.ii.73); "de-

"dev1.'l1.' sh slave ..

(I.

(I.ii.l03); "thou unfit for any place

(I.ii.l08); "toad"

"dissembler"

i

(I.ii.67);

(I.ii.l48); and finally

(I.ii.l83).

Anne obviously knows what Richard is; yet she allows
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herself to be tempted into damnation by this devil.

Glou-

cester woos and wins Anne by appealing to her vanity, for
he tells her that he murdered Edward to win her.

Therefcrc,

the devil, Richard, profanes still another holy rite of the
Church, marriage, by successfully tempting Anne to desecrate
the memory of her husband and father-in-law, by marrying
their murderer.

As Richard says, he wins her with "nothing

to back my suit at all, I But the plain devil and dissembling
looks"

(I. ii. 236-37).
Margaret is another character who knows Richard for

what he really is.

In the great cursing scene, Act I,

scene iii, Margaret describes Richard in various terms, all
of which are demonic.
"devil"

She rails at him with the following:

(I.iii.ll8); "Hie thee to hell for shame . . . I

Thou cacodemon! there thy kingdom is"
ler of the poor world's peace"
abortive, rooting hog!"
130) ; "bottled spider"
(I.iii.l46); "dog"

(I.iii.l43-44); "troub-

(I.iii.l21), "elvish-mark'd,

(I.iii.l38); "son of hell"

(I.iii.

(I. iii .142) ; "bunch-back' d toad"

(I.iii.289); and "the devil"

(I.iii.298).

Margaret warns everyone in the room of the evil in their
midst, but her warnings and prophecies fall on·deaf ears.
Richard, in this scene, is at his hypocritical best and appears perfectly innocent to all but Margaret.

At the end

of the scene, Richard turns to the audience and describes
his tactics with his enemies:
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But then I sigh; and, with a piece of scripture,
Tell them that God bids us do good for evil:
And thus I clothe my naked villainy
With old odd ends stolen out of holy writ
And seem a saint, when most I play the de~il.
(I.iii.338).
Indeed, it is Richard, the devil playing saint, who disrupts
Edward IV's "holy day"
of Clarence.

(II.i.73) by announcing the death

Before Gloucester's entrance, Edward has been

playing the peacemaker between the Queen's kindred and their
enemies, notably Hastings and Buckingham.

At the height of

these negotiations, Richard enters, and hypocritically masking his true intentions with good will, begs forgiveness for
any wrongs he might have consciously or unconsciously committed against anyone present.

Four lines later, however,

Gloucester cunningly plants the seeds of doubt and hatred
in the minds of the newly reconciled parties.

Immediately

after Elizabeth has asked the King to forgive Clarence,
Richard tirops his bombshell:
Why, madam, have I offer'd love for this,
To be so flouted in this royal presence?
Who knows not that the noble duke is dead?
You do him injury to scorn his corse.
(II.i. 77-80).
Of course no one but Richard is aware of Clarence's death.
Lord Rivers speaks for everyone present when he exclaims:
"Who kn\:..ws not he is dead!

Who knows he is?"

(II.i.81).

Richard presents Clarence's murder in such a manner
that it may be construed in three different ways:

to the

dying Edward, the death of his brother is his fault; to the
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Queen and her relatives, Clarence's execution was an accident: and to the opposition, e.g., Hastings, Buckingham,
and StanlPy, the murder was probably the result of plots
laid by ''the guilty kindred of the queen''

(II.i.l35).

In

this scene, Richard is presented as creating a chaotic situation which will be more conducive to his usurpation of
the throne.
In Act II, scene iii, Richard's mother, the Duchess
of York is introduced mourning the death of Clarence with
two of the deceased duke's children.

In this scene the

duchess reveals that she knows the truth about Richard:
Oh, that deceit should steal such gentle shapes,
And with a virtuous vizard hide foul guile!
He is my son; yea and therein my shame.
(II.ii.27-29).
In spite of her knowledge, she remains true to the traditional role of the mother; she cannot deny her son when
he asks for her blessings.

The n1ockingly pious Gloucester

petitions his mother in the following exchange:
Gloucester:

Duchess

:

Gloucester:

. . Madam, my mother, I do cry
you mercy,
I did not see your grace: humble
on my knee
I crave your blessing.
•

God bless thee; and put meekness
in thy mind,
Love, charity, obedience, and true
duty!

[Aside] Amen; and make me die a good
old man!
That is the butt-end of a mother's
blessing:
I marvel why her grace did leave it out.
(II.ii.l04-ll).
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As a devil figure, Richard is presented as even
mocking his mother •·s blessing, the only well-wishings the
duke receives in the play.

Wher~with, as soon as Richard

has the young princes killed, even his mother disavows him
and curses her demon-son.
In his bloody path to the throne, Richard manages
to ridicule or violate three final aspects of Christianity:
the inviolability of Sanctuary, the act of Christian study,
and prayer, and oaths taken in the name of a saint.
Sanctuary is brought into the scope of Richard's
attention when Elizabeth, upon hearing of the imprisonment
of her brother and allies at Pomfret, takes her young son,
the Duke of York and places herself in sanctuary.

However,

as in the murder of Clarence it is not Richard who openly
scorns the privilege of sanctuary, but Richard's
self"

"[o]ther

(II.ii.lSl), Buckingham, who argues with Cardinal

Bourchien that young York should be denied sanctuary.

10

Indeed, Buckingham even sounds like his devilish master in
the following exchange with the Cardinal:
Cardinal

:

Buckingham:

God in heaven forbid
We should infringe the holy privilege
Of blessed sanctuary! not for all
this land
Would I be guilty of so deep a sin.
You are too senseless-obstinate, my lord,
Too ceremonious and traditional:
Weigh it but with the grossness of this
age,
.
. .
h.
You break not snctuary 1n se1z1ng 1m.
The benefit thereof is always granted
To those who have the wit to claim the
place;
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.

This prince hath neither claim'd it
nor deserved it;
And, therefore, in mine opinion cannot
have it:
'
Then, taking him from thence that is
not there,
You break no privilege nor charter there,
Oft have I heard of sanctuary men:
But sanctuary children, ne'er till now.

(III.~.40-56).

Even though this episode was taken from Holinshed, 11
who took it from More, Shakespeare adroitly weaves the scene
into his increasingly demonic portrait of Richard in Richard
III.

After Richard has gotten young York out of sanctuary

and safely closed up in the Tower, the Duke of Gloucester
sets about to claim the throne.
\

The key scene in which Richard obtains "popular"
support for his reign is one in which Gloucester's hypocrisy
reaches outlandish proportions.

In preparation for his

coup, Richard has ordered Buckingham to (1) spread the rumors that Ed\vard IV was illegitimate;

(2) to initimate that

the two young princes are bastards because Edward was previously contracted to another princess and, therefore, his
marriage to Elizabeth was bigamous; and (3) to sing the
praises of Richard as the true son of York and a Christian
man.

Act III, scene vii, the episode in which Richard "as-

sents" to the popular demands th3.t he become king, reveals
the evil duke in his favorite travesty, that of the good
Christian man at honest study.
between two Bishops"

(III.vii.),

Richard is revealed "aloft,
12

and Buckingham comments
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on this situation:
Two props of virtue for a Christian prince,
To stay him [Richard] from the fall of vanity:
And, see, a book of prayer in his hand,
True ornaments to know a holyman.
(III.vii.96-99).
Once again, Richard appears to be one thing, a good Christian man concerned with the state of his soul, while he
is actually the opposite, an evil demonic creature obsessed
with gaining the throne at any price.
Even Richard's seemingly pious oaths by Saint Paul
must be examined as paradoxical statements which seem to
say one thing, while they actually mean something entirely
different.

Shakespeare builds Richard's habit of swearing

by Saint Paul out of a single episode in his sources.
Holinshed's version of the episode is as follows:
Then were they all quicklie bestowed in
diuerse chambers, except the lord chamberlane,
whome the protector bad speed and shrive him
apace, 'for, by saint Paule' {quoth he) 'I
will not to dinner till I see thy head off!'
It booted him not to aske whie, but heauilie
he tooke a priest at aduenture, and made a
short shrift:
for a longer would not be
suffered, the protector made so much hast to
dinner, which he might not to go to, vnt~ll
this were doone, for sauing of his oth.
Gloucester swears by Paul six times in Richard III; in two
instances,
pity; in

(I.i.l38) 14 and (I.iii.45),

(I . i i . 3 6) ,

(I . i i. 41) ,

16

15

Richard is feigning

and (I I I. i v. 7 7) ,

17

he is

angry and threatening, and the final act of Richard III,
the friqhtened villain swears that the ghosts have terrified him (V.iii.217). 18
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Perhaps there is a still deeper reason as to why
Richard swears by this particular saint.

Geoffrey Carnal!

points out that Saint Paul was n~t only reputed to have
been lame, but that his appearance was that of a small,
weak man. 19 Carnal! goes on to compare Richard with Paul
in the following:
There is perhaps a hint of this [his weak
body] also when he describes himself as the
least of the apostles, one born out of due time,
abortively (1 Cor. XV.8-9). Richard could
readily apply this to himself, taunted as hzo
was with being 'an indigest deformed lump'.
Interestingly enough, because of Paul's reputed deformity, this apostle was not held in as high regard as the
other apostles of Christ.

The philosophers and poets of

the Renaissance believed in the Greek ideals which held a
beautiful body as the index to the beauty of the soul contained in the body.

Therefore, individuals who were phy-

sically deformed, such as Saint Paul and Richard III, were
said to be correspondingly ugly on the spiritual plane,
as we11.

21

Carnal! also points out still another shady

side to Paul's personality in the following excerpt from
"Shakespeare's Richard III and St. Paul":
To men like Marlowe [and probably Shakespeare], Paul was notable for his subtlety and
fraudulence. . . . This view presumably derives mainly from Julian the Apostate who asserted that Paul surpassed all the magicians
and charlatans of every place and time. This
in turn recalls a possible identification of
S~. Paul wi~~ the Simon M~g~s af the Clementine
lJ.terature.
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Saint Paul, one of Jesus' most influential apostles,
had, according to the Renaissance mind, all of the markings
of an evil man.

Shakespeare uses this dubious saint in

Richard's oaths to verbally point up Richard's guile, subtleness, mock piety, and possibly his preoccupation with
his outward ugliness.
Interestingly enough, Saint Paul, God's deformed
instrument of evangelicalism, is used in oaths by Richard,
God's deformed instrument of divine vengeance.

Richard,

however, unlike Paul, is to be destroyed after his work is
23
done.
Richard meets his end on Bosworth Field at the
hands of Richmond, God's chosen king, and his soul is presumably dispatched to hell like the Vice figure in the
morality plays.
Richmond, the "good angel

11

of Richard

rrr, 24

the

pious man who triumphs over the forces of evil in the face
of impossible odds to win fair England (and fair Elizabeth
of York), delivers the final speech in the play.

Richmond's

long, final speech is reminiscent of the prologue of the
morality play which usually recapitulated the lessons that
were to be learned from the action in the play.

Shakespeare

has the victorious Richmond say:
0, now, let Richmond and Elizabeth,
The true succeeders of each royal house,
By God's fair ordinance enjoin together!
And let their heirs, God, if thy will be so,
Enrich the time to come with smooth-faced peace,
With smiling plenty and fair pro?perous days!
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Abate the edge of traitors, gracious Lord,
That would reduce these bloody days again,
And make poor England weep in streams of blood!
Let them not live to taste this land's increase
That ~o~ld with treason wound this fair land's peace!
New c1v1l wounds are stopp'd, peace lives again,
That she may long live here, God say amen!
(V.v.29-41).
In presenting Richard as a devil figure Shakespeare
obtains two main results:

(1) the opening soliloquy pre-

sents Richard as one of the most highly entertaining favorites in the morality play, the Vice figure.

Therefore,

Shakespeare could quickly win the audience's approval and
recognition for this character.

Another advantage to

this usage of the Vice character-type would be that the
playwright would not have to extensively sketch the characteristics of the devil figure in the course of the play.
(2) By switching the emphasis on Richard from his humorous
side to his wicked aspect through his murder of the princes,
Shakespeare succeeds in alienating his audience from his
heretofore likable rogue.

The poet then uses this estrange-

ment to switch the audience's loyalties from the entertaining, but wicked Richard to the dull, but good Richmond.
In using this subtle psychological method of transference,
Shakespeare induces emotional, as well as ideological support for the Tudor take-over of

~ngland.

CHAPTER V
FOLKLORE MOTIFS AND OTHER ELEMENTS
OF FOLKLORE
The preceding chapters have dealt primarily with
those elements in Richard III which may be identified as
belonging to lore of the supernatural, curses, prophecy
and divination, omens, dreams, ghosts, witchcraft, and
devil lore.

However, more often than not the supernatur·al

is classified as a sub-division of folklore.

Therefore,

this chapter is devoted to the broader scope of folklore in
Richard III and will attempt, not only to define folklore
in its various forms, but also subsequently to examine its
relationship to Richard III as an organic whole.
At best most accepted definitions of folklore tend
to be vague and general; however, Thrall, Hibbard, and Holman offer a very good explanation of the elusive term in
A Handbook to Literature:
• . . [Folklore] limits itself to a study of
the unrecorded [oral] traditions of the people
as they appear in popular ficiion, customs
and belief, magic and ritual.
. .
2
The following facets of the oral tra d ~t~on are to
be discussed in this area of study on Richard III:
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folklore
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motifs, astrology, weather lore, and animal lore.

(Be-

cause of the enormous amounts of information available on
folk speech, that division of folklore will be omitted from
the scope of this limited thesis.)
Stith Thompson's t1otif-Index of Folk-Literature,
the most authoritative work on folklore motifs in existence
today, lists twenty-eight motifs which appear in Shakespeare's
Richard III.

Interestingly enough, the folklore motifs may

be broken down into the following categories:

curses, pro-

phecies, dreams, omens, ghosts, villains, and the creation
of the Tudor Rose.
As noted in Chapter II, Richard III is unified by
a web of curses

3

and their fulfillments.

The motif of the

curse as punishment (Q 556) is seen in following examples:
York's curse on Margaret (I.iii.l74-81); Margaret's execrations un Elizabeth (I.iii.l96-209), Rivers, Dorset, Hastings
(I.iii.210-14), and Richard (I.iii.217-32); Rivers, Vaughan,
and Grey's maledictions on Richard, Buckingham, and Hastings
(III.iii.ll7-19); the Duchess of York's curse on her son,
Richard (IV.iv.l83-95); and Anne's anathemas on Richard
(I.ii.l-131).

In every case the speaker intends the curse

to be a punishment for wrong committed against them.
In Anne's extensive maledictions on Gloucester the
curse of deformity

(M 442) appears.

The widow asks God to

punish the man responsible for the murders of her fatherin-law and husband by giving the villain a deformed heir
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{I.ii.21-25) ·

Indeed, the man ultimately responsible for

the deaths of the Lancasters was Richard of York, whose
heir, Gloucester is "abortive" and "ugly."
Another motif, death in sin (damnation) by cursing
is applicable to Anne, Hastings, and Buckingham.

These

three individuals curse themselves by word of mouth and
actions.

Anne curses Richard's future wife, and in doing

so curses herself (I.iii.26-28).

Hastings and Buckingham

swear false allegiance to the queen and her kindred and
thereby damn themselves by their perjuries (II.i.l6-40).
Perhaps the most important folk motif in Richard
III and the tetralogy as a whole is that of curses on
families

(M 460).

According to Elizabethan philosophy,

anyone who usurped a throne brought the curse of heaven
upon himself and his line.

Henry Bolingbroke, the sire

of the Lancasters, cursed himself by his usurpation of the
throne of Richard II.

Hence, the action that takes place

in Richard III is the ultimate fulfillment of this curse.
As mentioned in Chapter II, the curses in the play
are not found in the historical sources Shakespeare used
for Richard III.

Since the poet used five folk motifs

common oral tradition, the reader can assume that the playwright might have conceivably drawn his unifying pattern
of curses and fulfillment from English folklore, and used
his own genius to integrate these motifs into Richard III.
Unlike the curses, the prophecies, dreams, and
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omens in Richard III often have their roots in the play's
sources, Holinshed and Hall.

(See Chapter III for a more

complete discussion of the playwright's adaptation of these
sources.}

However, an examination of the these motifs should

not be excluded from this study, for the pla~rright had a
specific dramatic motive for the inclusion of these elements
that bears scrutiny.
Prophecies (M 812.0.1} in general are evident
throughout the play.

Death is prophesied (M 341) not only

for Buckingham (I.iii.297-301},
(III.iv.l05-09)

(III.iv.l05-09) and Richard

(IV.ii.l06-10}, but also for Hastings (III.

ii.l0-18}, whose unhappy future is learned through omens
(D 1812.5} which the lord has ignored (III.v.82-95).

Two

other motifs, prophecy through a dream (M 302.7) and future
revealed in a dream (D 1812.33} are found in four dreams in
Richard III.

Stanley's historical dream presages Hastings'

death as well as his own peril (III.ii.l0-18).

Clarence's

non-historical prophetic dream (I.iv.9-33} also contains
the motif of prophesied death (M 341).

When Shakespeare

created Richard's divinatory dream (V.iii.llB-73), the poet
included two more motifs, prophecy:
2.1.8} and prophecy:

death in battle (M 34.

loss of battle (M 356.1.1).

The final

set of prophetic motifs revolve around Richmond, who, as a
child, was the subject of an augury by Henry VI that the
boy would become king (M 314}.

Richmond dreams that he will

be victorious in battle (V.iii.l21-76), and thereby receives
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wisdom (knowledge) from his dream (J 157), Shakespeare also
re-enforcees Richmond's success with the motif of a prayer
before ~a~tle brings victory (V 52.3) in the earl's prayer
the night before the conflict on Bosworth Field (V.iii.l0817).
Also prophetic in nature are the omens surrounding
Richard's birth and appearance, which, according to Thompson,
are also motifs found in folklore.

The evil omen of a child

born with all his teeth (T 585.5) is alluded to, not only in
4
the histories, but also in 3 Henry VI (V.vi.53-54) 5 and
Richard III

(II.iv.27-28).

Richard is also described as a

deformed (K 2270) and hunch-backed villain (K 2271) throughout the chronicles and Shakespeare's tetralogy.

(Chapters

III and IV have more complete discussions of the mean1ng
and significance of these motifs.)
Traditionally blood has been used as an evil omen
(D 1812.5.1.1).

Indeed, in Act I, scene ii, the corpse of

Henry VI bleeds in the presence of Richard (I.ii.54-60), an
event which is supposed to be a sympathetic indicator of
the approach or touch of the murderer.

6

.
d e seems
Th.1s ep1so

to hearken back to the folk motif that a corpse bleeds when
the murderer touches it (D 1318.5.2).

Interestingly enough,

Shakespeare builds these supernatural indicators of Richard's
guilt from the following curious, but non-accusatory incident ii,

i~vlinshed'

s account of the funeral of Henry VI:
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The dead corps on the Ascension euen was
conueied with billes and glaucs pompouslie
(if you will call that a funerall prompe)
from the Tower to the church of saint Paule
and there laid on a beire or coffen bare
'
faced, the same in the presence of the
beholders did bleed; where it rested the
space of the whole daie. From thense he was
caried to the Blackfriers and bled there
likewise: 7
'
Shakespeare removes this incident from its proper
time period and places it within a very important scene in
Richard III.

In doing so, he revamps the details surround-

ing this otherwise unrelated and inexplicable phenomenon
so that i t can be readily identified with the commonly held
superstition that bodies bleed in the presence of their
murderers.

By his fusion of the historical and the fictional,

Shakespeare successfully identifies Richard as a wicked man,
whose soul is stained with blood.

Throughout Richard III,

the evil image of blood is consistently applied to Gloucester.
Therefore, it is not surprising to find this gory adjective
used in conjunction with
description:

Rich~rd

more often than any other

Anne conunents on Richard's "bloody mind"

(I.

ii.99); the dead Hastings deems Gloucester as "bloody and
guilty"
king"

(V.iii.l46); Tyrrel refers to him as the "bloody

(Iv.iii.22); Richmond calls Richard a "bloody tyrant

and homicide"

(V.iii.254); Stanley calls the dead usurper

"a bloody wretch"

(V.v.4); and after killing Richard III in

battle, Richmond states that "the bloody dog is dead"
2).

In using sanguine adjectives to apply to Richard,

(V.v.
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Shakespeare meant to emphasize the wicked ruthlessness of
the man by playing on the common motif of blood as an evil
omen (D 1812.5.1.1).
The next set of motifs to be examined are the seven
motifs connected with the ghosts in Richard III.

Before

Clarence's death, ghosts disturb the sleeping man (E 279.2)
in a dream.

In his divinatory nightmare, Clarence experi-

ences the malevolent return of his dead relatives

(E

220),

his father-in-law, Warwick (I.iii.48-52), and his distant
counsin, Edward (I.iii.52-63).
However, by Act III, scene i, it is Clarence's
ghost that is the topic of conversation.

Young Richard of

York refers to the motif of a murdered person who cannot
rest in his grave

(E 413) when he speakes to his uncle,

Gloucester in the following:
York:

I shall not sleep in quiet at the
Tower.

Gloucester:

Why, what should you fear?

York:

Marry·, my uncle Clarence' angry ghost:
My grandam told me he was murder'd
there.

(III.i.S-8).
Unfortunately for young York, he and his brother,
Edward V join their uncle Clarence in the realm of the dead
in Act lV, scene iii.

These three individuals do reappear

in the ghostly pagent of the eleven spirits that disturb
the sleeping Richard (E 279.2) on the eve of his death.
Richard's last dream the ghosts of his victims return to

In
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demand vengeance (E 234.1).

Among the eleven spirits who

appear to Gloucester are three distant counsins, Henry VI
(V.iii.l25-28), Edward (V.iii.ll8-21), and Buckingham (V.
iii.l62-67).

The return of these phantoms constitute the

concept of the malevolent return of one's dead relatives
(E 22 0) .

After the spirits of Henry IV and Edward depart,
the ghost of Clarence, Richard's dead brother, returns
(E 226) to haunt the fratricide (V.iii.l31-35), and thereby
adds another motif to the design of Richard III.

The pat-

tern of motifs in Richard III is continued by that of a
ghost of a murdered child (E 225).

This motif is intro-

duced by the arrival of the spirits of the two young princes
to Gloucester's tent (V.iii.l48-51).

Following Richard's

nephews is Anne (V.iii.l59-63), whose appearance in the
king's

dr~am

constitutes still another motif, dead spouse's

malevolent return (E 221).
As noted in preceding chapters, many of the supernatural details, e.g., the curses, the ghosts, and two of
the prophetic dreams, were not in the original sources of
the play and were added to the story line of Richard III by
the playwright.

Even today scholars are unable to directly

trace the preternatural elements in question to any written
source.

Therefore, one could confidently suggest that these

supernatural details were originally motifs in the oral
tradition, and that Shakespeare borrowed these occult elements
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from folk tales with which he was familiar.

The motive

behind the inclusion of such well-known preternatural details was to bias the audience in favor of Henry Tudor's

.

re1gn.

Indeed, even English folklore itself contains a

motif that would indirectly support Shakespeare's theory
that Richmond's triumph over the Yorks was sanctioned by
divine powers.

Stith Thompson outline this motif in the

following manner:

"[The varigated or Tudor rose originated

from] York and Lancaster rose:

from dust and blood of slain

of the the War of Roses--a variety of rose unknown before that
time"

(A 2656.2).

Shakespeare has Richmond refer to this

folk motif when the earl states:
rose and the red"

(V.v.l9).

"We will unite the white

Therefore, if the folk motif

concerning the Tudor Rose is in any way indicative of contemporary folk tales with which Shakespeare was acquainted,
one could reasonably_suggest that the playwright might have
obtained his theory of divinely sanctioned usurpation, not
only from the written, but also the oral tradition.
Other Elements of Folklore
Animal lore
As Caroline Spurgeon notes in Shakespeare's Imagery
and What It Tells Us, Richard III contains consistent anjmal imagery all of which seems to center on Gloucester.

8

The women in the play, Margaret, Anne, Elizabeth and the
Duchess of York, compare Richard to beasts, which, according
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to Elizabethan folklore, are among the most disgusting
in the animal world.
In Act I, scene ii, Anne calls Richard a "hedgehog"
(I.ii.l03) and vilifies him by saying, "Never hung poison
on a fouler toad"

(I.ii.l48).

The insulting nature of the
0

term "hedgehog" is explained by Dyer:
The urchin or hedgehog, like the toad,
for its solitariness the ugliness of its
appearance, and from a popular belief that
it sucked or poisoned the udders of cows,
was adopted into the demonological system,
and its shape sometime supp~sed to be assumed by mischievous elves.
Anne, however, is not the only individual who calls
Richard a toad.

Margaret and Elizabeth refer to him as a

"bunch-back'd toad"

(I.iii.246),

{IV.iv.81), and the Duchess

of York, Richard's mother, reviles him with the epithet
"toad"

(Iv.iv.l45).

Shakespeare, himself, explains this

allusion in As You Like It, Act II, scene i, when Duke
Senior says:
Sweet are the uses of adversity,
Which, like the t6ad, ugly and venomous 10
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head.
Another poisonous creature to which the much-vilified Richard is compared is the spider.

Among other insults,

Margaret and Queen Elizabeth address Gloucester as a "bottled spider"

(I.iii.242) and (IV.iv.81).

Once again Dyer

provides the necessary definition for the term used in the
play: "[A] bottled spider [is a] large, bloated, glossy
,

•t

•

spider, supposed to contain venom proport1onate to 1 s s1ze.

1111
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The Duchess of York, however, is not satisfied with
everyday deadly animals and likens her wicked son to a
11

Cockatrice"

.

(IV ~.
· 55)

.

The coc1:ai:rice is a mythical ere-

ature, which Dyer describes in the following:
This imaginary crature, also called a
basilisk, has been the subject of extraordinary prejudice.
It was absurdly said
to proceed from the eggs of old cocks. It
has been represented as having eight feet,
a crown on the head, and a hooked and recurved
beak.
Pliny asserted that the basilisk had a
voice so terrible that it struck terror into
all other species . . . .
No other animal, perhaps, has given rise
to so many fabulous notions. Thus, it was
supposed to have so der2ly an eye as to kill
by its very look . . .
Unlike the duchess, Margaret and Elizabeth prefer
to compare.Richard with more common animals.

Margaret, for

example, shows a preference for the insult "dog," by which
she addresses Gloucester four times
(IV.iv.49),

(I.iii.216),

(I.iii.289),

(IV.iv.78); and in the same vein the old queen

uses the term carnal cur (IV.iv.56) and hell-hound (IV.iv.
48) for the third son of York.
Elizabeth cannot compare with her queenly predecessor in the quality or quantity of insults, and simply refers
to Richard as a "tiger"

(II.iv.SO) and a "wolf"

(IV.iv.28).

The women, however, are not the only characters who
use animal imagery to describe Richard.

Unfortunately, the

men's vili£ications of Gloucester are not as imaginative as
those of their female counter~aLL~.
and Richmond

15

.

Hast~ngs,

13

stanley,

14

all speak of him as a "boar," the emblem on

Richard's coat of arms.
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In every example of animal imagery that is used
to describe Richard, some aspect of animal lore is alluded
to which gives the reader a clearer picture of this multifaceted man.

Anne's insult of "hedgehog" refers not only

to Gloucester's ugly, misshapen body, but also to his demonic nature.

The often-used epithets of "toad" and "spideru

call attention to the usurper's deadly nature, as does the
term, "cockatrice."

In addressing Richard as a "dog,"

Margaret points to the duke's lack of honor, and his fawning,
hypocritical facade, which can suddenly turn into deadly
viciousness at a moment's notice.

Finally, the terms of

wolf, tiger, and especially, boar, serve to emphasize Richard's bestial, ruthless, cunning, unpredictable, and predatory nature which allows Gloucester to piteously dispense
with anything or anyone in his path to the throne.
Weather lore
Only two examples of weather lore exist in Richard

-III,

but both bits of lore help to foreshadow the outcome

of the battle of Bosworth Field as well as to establish
the over-riding motif of divine approval for Richmond's
reign.
The day before the conflict Richmond notices the
sunset and comments:
The weary sun hath made a golden set,
And, by the bright tracK of his fiery car,
Gives signal of a goodly day to-morrow.
(V.iii.l9-21).
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Even though both armies camp under the same sky, no one
in Richard's camp makes verbal note of this good omen, or
even seems aware of the brilliant sunset.l6

However, tht?

inverse situation is present the next morning when Richard
asks Ratcliff:

.

Richard
Ratcliff
Richard

Ratcliff
Richard

(v . l

.•
.•

..
.

Who saw the sun to-day?
Not I, my lord .
Then he disdains to shine; for by
the book
He should have braved the east an
hour ago:
A black day it will be for somebody.
Ratcliff!
My lord?
The sun will not be seen to-day;
The sky doth frown and lour upon our
army.
I would these dewy tears were from
the ground.
Not shine to-day! Why, what is that
to me
More than to Richmond? for the selfsame heaven
That frowns on me looks sadly upon him.

::. i . 2 7 6 ·- 8 8 ) •

Richard worries about the implications of this cloudy
sunrise, but Richmond seems to be too preoccupied with his
pleasant dreams of the night before to take note of the evil
omen.

17

Therefore, since neither man perceives the omens

observed by the other, one may say that figurately the
heaven

~hat

"frowns" on the fortunes of Richard smiles on

the efforts of Richmond.
Even in these small details of weather lore one may
note how the playwright continually leads the viewer back
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to the play's premise that Richard's throne was divinely
destined to fall to Richmond.
Astrology
The Elizabethans were firm believers in astrology
and assumed that disturbances and the movements of the
celestial bodies foretold happenings on earth.

Cumberland

Clark explains the Elizabethan attitude toward astrology:
In studying the works of Shakespeare from
the point of view of superstitution, we find
that his age commonly attributed to the agency
of the spirit--world effects for which a reasonable and intelligible answer has now been found.
Particularly is this so in the field of astronomy, where the ignorance of the causes of eclipses,
comets, meteors, and seeming distrubances in the
heavens afforded the astrologers an opportunity
to impose upon the Cfgdulous such theories as
planetary influence.
Three references to astrological beliefs are to be
found in the text of Richard III.

The first mention of

planetary influences is made by Queen Elizabeth after
Edward's death.

The widow cries:

All springs reduce their currents to mine eyes,
That I, being govern'd by the watery moon,
May send forth plenteous tears to drown the world!
{II.ii.68-70}.
This statement may refer to one of the two following beliefs:

Elizabeth could have been born under the

highly emotional sign of Cancer, whose ruler is the moon;
or the remark may allude to the idea that the moon rules
the tides and weather.

19

Richard makes the final two statements of the
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efficacy of the power of celestial bodies during his discussion with Elizabeth in Act IV, scene iv.
In trying to rationalize h~s courtship to the widowed queen's daughter and his murder of Elizabeth's sons,
Richard engages in the following exchange with Edward's
widow:
Richard

:

Queen
Elizabeth :
Richard

:

Queen
Elizabeth :

Her [Elizabeth's daughter's] life
is only safest in her birth.
And only in that safety died her
brothers.
Lo, at their births good stars were
opposite.
No, to their lives bad friends were
contrary.

Richard
: All'unavoided is the doom of destiny.
(IV.iv.213-17).
Ironically, Richard does not realize that his
destined doom is fast approaching and that he will soon
lose not only his crown, but also his life.

The audience,

aware of Richard's impending change of fortune, can see
the heavy irony in the following eloquent, yet hypocritical
argument by this ruthless king:
As I intend to prosper and repent,
So thrive I in my dangerous attempt
Of hostile arms! myself myself confound!
Heaven and fortune bar me happy hours!
Day, yield me not thy light; nor, night, thy rest!
Be opposite all planets of good luck
To my proceedings, if, with pure heart's love,
Immaculate devotion, holy thoughts,
I tender not thy beauteous princely daughter!
(IV.iv.397-405).
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Still enjoying the fruits of his villainy, Richard
is not about to repent his sins, nor does he "tender"
Elizabeth of York with "pure" love, "immaculate devotion 1
or "holy thoughts."

"

The king does, however, confound him-

self through his own hypocritical statements.

After this

scene, Richard's kingdom starts to fall apart around him.
His plea, "Day, yield me not thy light; nor, night, thy
rest!"

(IV.iv.403), is granted.

The king gets no sleep the

night before the battle because of the malevolent visitations of his victims.

The sun also refuses to show itself

the morning of Richard's meeting with Richmond.

Therefore,

one could state that from Act IV, scene iv, all "planets of
good luck" are opposite to Richard's endeavors.
The astrological references in Richard III, like the
other aspects of folklore in the play, help to underscore
the over-riding theme of the entire work:
is fated to fall in favor of Richmond.

Richard's reign

This theme is em-

phasized by the folk motifs, weather lore, astrological
references, and even by the animal lore which appear in the
play.

CONCLU3IO~S

The elements of folklore and the supernatural found
in Shakespeare's Richard III perform four main roles in the
play.
(1).

The prophecies, prophetic dreams, omens,
ghosts, folklore motifs, and devil lore support the theory that the events that take
place are all part of a grand pattern of di.vine retribution that is culminated in Richmond's over-throw of Richard III.

(2).

The curses, prophecies, divinatory dreams,
and their fulfillments help to unify the
otherwise episodic play into a symmetrical,
organic whole.

(3).

The characters' use of curses and/or reactions
to the supernatural phenomenon, omens, dreams,
prophecies, curses, and ghosts aid the playwright's characterizations of the individuals
in the play.

(4).

Since the Elizabethans accepted ghosts,

cu~ses,

prophecies, and omens as veracious and not unheard of signs from God to man, Shakespeare
89
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could use these folkloristic elements to
add verisimilitude to his presentation of
the fall of Richard III.
Shakespeare was writing Richard III to please an
intensely patriotic pro-Tudor audience; however, Richmond's
usurpation violated one of the most honored systems of philosophy in Elizabethan England, the order of the Great
Chain of Being.

In order to justify the Tudors' overthrow

of an anointed king without condoning revolution in general,
Shakespeare turned to the concept that in this case, the
king, Richard, was an evil, devilish ruler whose primary
function in history was as the instrument of divine vengeance.

Once Richard's purpose was fulfilled, he was des-

tined to fall by the hand of Richmond, God's own choice
for the throne of England.
The simplest and most convincing devices that the
playwright could use to establish divine sanction for the
outcome of the events ·he presents would be through supernatural and folkloristic elements.
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"By the apostle Paul, shadows to-night I
Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard I Than
can the substance of ten thousand soldiers . . . . "
(V.iii.217).
.
19

Geoffrey Carnal!, 11 Shakespeare's Richard III
and St. Paul," Shakespeare Quarterly, XIV (Spring, 1963),
p. 186.
20

rbid.

21

Anthony P. Narkin, "Day Residue and Christian
Reference in Clarence's Dream," Texas Studies in Language
and Literature, IX (Summer, 1967), 147-50.
22
Carnal1, p. 137.
23

Hall, p. 413. Hall presents the idea that the
scourge of God is used and is then destroyed is presented
in the following:
"In the mean ceason Kyng Richard (whiche was
appoynted howe to finyshe his last laboure by God,
which called him to condigne punyshmente for his
seclerate merites and myscheuous desertes)."
24

Holinshed, p. 441.
"For he [Richmond] was a man of no great stature
but so formed and decorated with all gifts and lineaments of nature, that he seemed more an angelical!
creature, than a terrestrial! personage."
CHAPTER V
1
2

Thrall, Hibbard, and Holman, p. 205.

Shakespeare, Richard III, p. 317.
Interestingly enough, ~hakespeare offers his own
opinion on the-oral tradition in the following exchange
between the ill-fated Edward V and Buckingham:
Prince
: Did Julius Caesar build that place,
my lord?
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Buckingham:

He did, my gracious lord, begin
that place,
Which, since, succeeding ages have
re-edified.

Prince

Is it upon reco~d, or else reported
Successively from age to age, he
built it?

:

Buckingham:
Prince

.

Upon record, my gracious lord.

But say, my lord, it were not register'd,
Methinks the truth should live from
age to age,
As 'twere retail'd to all posterity,
Even to the general all-ending day.
(III.i.69-79).
3

stith Thompson, Motif-Index of Folk-Literature,
Vol. VI (Bloomington, Ind.:
Indiana University Press,
1958) 1 P• 584 •
4

Holinshed, p. 362.

5

6

Shakespeare, 3 Henry VI, p. 298.·
Dyer , p . 518 .

7 Holinshed, p. 324.
8

caroline F. Spurgeon, Shakespeare's Imagery
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968), pp. 232-33.
9

nyer, p. 18 8.

willaim Shak~speare, As You Like It in The Complete Works of Shakespeare, edited by Hardin Craig (Glenview, Ill.:
Scott, Foresman, 1961), p. 594 (II.i.l2-14).
10

11
12

Dyer, p. 239.
Ibid., pp. 174-75.

13Has t '1ngs merely refers to Richard as "the boar"
(III.ii.33) ·
14
Lord Stanley goes one step further and calls
Gloucester a "bloody boar" (IV.v.2).
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15

The Earl of Richmond delivers the best description of Richard as a "wretched bloody usurping boar" (V.ii.
7) •

16

The golden or red sunset has also been hailed ry
sailors as a good omen, and has been commenorated in the
following ditty:
"Red sky at morning,
Sailors take warning.
Red sky at night
Sailor's delight."
17

.
Dyer presents the following exDyer, p. 64.
"A cloudy rising of the sun has
planation of this omen:
generally been regarded as ominous."

18 Clark, pp. 12-13.
19 Dyer, p. 73.
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